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SECTION 1 

Preface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evidence contained within these pages will show the painting being discussed is an 

original work of art produced by the hands of Peter Paul Rubens sometime between 1615 

and 1627 AD.  Facts presented herein will show this work of art was created by Rubens as 

a Last Supper Modello and was used for three purposes:  

1. For getting approval for a commission from the Condulmer family to paint the scene 

as a Large Work of Art. 

2. To use as a guide throughout the painting process of that Large Work of Art. 

3. To use as a guide in the painting of additional works of art. 

 

Evidence presented herein will shed light on the life of the Last Supper Modello 

from its creation by Rubens until today.  That evidence will be presented by several means: 

• Carbon 14 testing 

• Pigment Analysis 

• X-ray photos 

• Infrared photos 

• Ultraviolet photos 

• Rubens’ sketch 
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• Physical evidence from the canvas, stretchers and painting 

 

The author of this body of work is also the current owner of the painting and has 

taken great care to conduct due diligence on each piece of evidence presented herein.  The 

author has relied on many industry professionals in the United States, Italy and France as 

well as substantial scientific testing by impeccable sources (all the above named herein) to 

provide supportive evidence for the authentication of this painting by Rubens.   

With a huge volume of material being presented to substantiate the heritage of this 

painting the author would plead for others to consider each piece of evidence based solely 

on its own merit.  Should anyone find fault with a particular finding the author respectfully 

submits support of the argument of authenticity should be based on the totality of evidence 

herein and not rejected by single point rebuke. 
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SECTION 2 

Provenance 

 

 

 

• The evidence presented herein shows the Last Supper Modello was painted by the 

hands of Peter Paul Rubens along with one or more assistants sometime between 

1615 and 1627.  Carbon 14 dating places its origination between 1615 and 1705 

while additional evidence places the completion before 1628. 

• The Modello was lost in time from the death of Rubens until it resurfaced in history 

at approximately 1750.  At that time the canvas was removed from its original 

wooden panel backing, mounted to the stretchers it is currently attached to and a 

restoration by an unknown artist was conducted.  Carbon 14 tests date that period 

from 1715 - 1777. 

• The Modello disappeared again until the early 1800’s when evidence shows it was 

at the Haro Shop in Paris for restoration.  The period is Carbon 14 dated between 

1738 - 1824.   

• After it left the Haro Shop the Modello was lost in time again until it resurfaced in 

the early 1900’s at which time it was subjected to a third restoration.  That event was 

conducted by the hands of an unknown artist who participated in the smuggling of 

the Modello into the United States.  Carbon 14 dating puts that action between 1915 

- 1974. 

• After the third restoration the Modello vanished again until it was purchased during 

an online auction by its current owner, Edward Patterson, in 2020.  
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• The fourth and final restoration was conducted by Parma Conservation, Chicago, 

Illinois in 2020-2021. 
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SECTION 3 

Discovery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In August of 2020 the painting was listed for sale on eBay with the title “18thC 

Antique Catholic Religious Oil Painting, Jesus Christ & 12 Apostles, NR.”  The author won 

the auction for a price of $419.87 plus $49.65 shipping from an antique dealer, Rhode Island 

Internet Consignment & Sales, Cumberland RI, 02864.  Direct contact with the eBay seller 

failed to reveal any pertinent facts or shed any new light on the origination or identification 

of the painting.  The seller only recalled the piece arrived in seller’s online antique business 

as, “Part of a large, unidentified family estate.” 

 

 

 

The entire painting had darkened substantially making it somewhat difficult to see 

any fine details as well as difficult to see the entire background of the piece.   
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eBay listing photo 

 

A closer examination of the image showed the right hand of Jesus to have been 

oddly repainted, extending the forearm and reducing the size of the hand itself totally out 

of proportion. 
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Cropped from eBay photo 

 

It was clear the painting had been subjected to some degree of restoration at some 

time in the past and also clear whoever did the repainting elected to paint the right hand of 

Jesus in a somewhat grotesque manner for reasons unknown. 

 Included in the auction material was a “black light” (seller’s terminology) photo of 

the front of the canvas. That ultraviolet image clearly showed evidence of separate (time 

unknown at that point in discovery) repainting of small parts of the image, especially so 

over the right hand of Jesus.  The ultraviolet made it plainly clear the repainting of Jesus’ 
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hand was much more recent than the bulk of the image.  The ultraviolet also showed small 

sections of new paint throughout the entire canvas.  

 

 

eBay seller ultraviolet 

 

The eBay seller included a photo of the backside of the painting to reveal what 

appeared to be a relatively new canvas mounted on very old stretchers. 
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Back side 

 

The stretchers were mounted with four modern clips held in place with modern 

screws into a nondescript modern frame with a distinct gap between the outside edge of the 

stretchers and the inside of the frame.  The frame measured in even inches and the stretchers 

in metric indicating the frame was of American origin and the stretched painting European.  

While the stretcher bars appeared to be quite old, there was no way of knowing what time 
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frame either the canvas or the stretchers belonged to.  However, the discrepancy between 

the canvas appearing to be somewhat recent and the stretcher bars more ancient was readily 

obvious.   

With the surface varnish darkened so significantly it was decided the piece should 

be sent to a professional restoration company for varnish removal.  On Aug 21, 2020 the 

entire canvas on stretchers with frame was delivered to Parma Conservation, 1100 W 

Cermak Rd, Chicago, IL 60608 under the care of Peter Schoenmann, Co-Director, Painting 

Conservator.  

https://parmaconservation.com/ 

 

 Their first order of business was to remove the liner shown in the pictures on eBay.  

That process showed without question somebody in the past (probably during a restoration 

process) had glued a blank canvas to the back of the original canvas to strengthen and 

protect the original.  That process, commonly referred to as “lining the canvas,” was easily 

reversed when Peter and company removed the liner, exposing the back of the original 

canvas.  

  

https://parmaconservation.com/
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Back side of original canvas after liner removal 
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Peter discovered the front surface was not covered with a varnish but a natural resin 

common to the art community for “many years in the past.”  Parma diluted the consolidating 

adhesive between the resin and paint underneath to render the paint in a planar position.  

With the resin removed the original paint on the front of the canvas could then be seen. 
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Resin removal 
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After resin removal 
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With the resin removed from the surface, unique sections of painting chips could be 

seen all across the canvas.  The painting had obviously been worked on three times 

previously evidenced by three layers of ground under the chipped areas; 

• A tan ground applied over the original base 

• A blue ground applied over the tan 

• A white ground applied over the blue 

 

 

Three layers of ground 

 

Peter informed the author the three layers of paint seemed to indicate the painting 

had been restored on three separate occasions many years apart.  
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The canvas material was determined to be a bast fiber, probably hemp, 

measuring 65.0 cm (25 5/8 inches) high by 49.5 cm (19.5 inches) wide.  According to 

Peter, the canvas had been hand-woven on a loom many years in the past.  As a result of 

the hand weaving the threads had a distinct “wavy” weave creating a somewhat coarse 

fabric as compared to modern canvas.  Hand woven hemp canvases such as this one 

remained popular with artists until the invention and subsequent spread of the use of the 

cotton gin in the late 1700’s to early 1800’s at which time cotton duck became the material 

of choice throughout the European artist community.  Therefore, this hand-woven hemp 

canvas was created sometime before the late 1700’s.  
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Lower right section of canvas (as seen from back) 
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In a study of canvas weave matching in pendants, C. Richard Johnson Jr. and W. A. 

Sethares wrote in the Journal of Historians of Netherlandish Art, Volume 9, Issue 1 (Winter 

2017) Page 2 in regards to average thread counts in Vermeer’s work in the mid 17th Century;   

 

“Thread Counting 

The first step in ascertaining if two separate canvases were previously bolt 

mates is to check for a match in the average thread counts. Without “matching” 

counts, typically considered to be within 1 thread/cm of each other in the warp 

direction, they cannot be bolt mates. But an average thread count match alone is 

insufficient to establish bolt-mate status.  This is particularly perplexing for 

Vermeer because such a large fraction of his canvasses have average thread counts 

near 14 th/cm.” 

https://jhna.org/wp-

content/uploads/2018/12/JHNA_9.1_JohnsonSethares.pdf 

 

# Threads per cm per inch # Threads per inch 

14 cm 2.54 35.56 

 

https://www.mauritshuis.nl/en/explore/restoration-and-research/girl-with-a-blog/8-

from-the-ground-up/ 

 

 

Due to the coarse weave and wavy pattern, it was difficult to visually get an exact 

count of the threads of the Last Supper canvas by simply examining the weave pattern.  For 

the purpose of obtaining an approximate number, three small sections of canvas each being 

one-inch square were photographed at different parts of the canvas and enlarged 400% 

which allowed the warp thread pattern to be somewhat distinguished.  These warp threads 

were counted with the results varying from 31 to 35 threads per inch with an average of 33.  

https://jhna.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/JHNA_9.1_JohnsonSethares.pdf
https://jhna.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/JHNA_9.1_JohnsonSethares.pdf
https://www.mauritshuis.nl/en/explore/restoration-and-research/girl-with-a-blog/8-from-the-ground-up/
https://www.mauritshuis.nl/en/explore/restoration-and-research/girl-with-a-blog/8-from-the-ground-up/
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The author submits this rudimentary counting process established the fact the thread count 

on the canvas is consistent with what one would expect to find on an original Old Masters 

work of art.   
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SECTION 4 

Radiocarbon 14 Dating 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Schoemann cutting out ¼ inch x 4 inch strip from bottom of canvas 

 

 

¼ inch x 4 inch section cut from middle bottom of canvas for Carbon 14 testing 
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Carbon 14 testing of the canvas was conducted by DirectAMS, Bothell, Washington in 

January, 2021 using an acceleration mass spectrometer.  Unique sets of Carbon 14 

anomalies were detected in four various date ranges; 

• 1615 - 1705      

• 1715 - 1777      

• 1738 - 1824      

• 1915 - 1974  

 

Those date ranges include the tolerances set by DirectAMS of +/- 24 years.  Carbon 

14 testing measures the rate of decay of the Carbon 14 element as compared to other 

Carbon particles in its environment and only shows when something happened to the 

sample but does not reflect the what, why or how of the event.  When an animal or plant 

dies it stops exchanging carbon with its environment and thereafter the amount of 

Carbon 14 it contains begins to decrease as it undergoes radioactive decay.  By 

measuring the amount of Carbon 14 in a sample from an animal or plant, such as a 

fragment of bone or in this case a piece of hemp canvas, information can be collected 

that when properly analyzed will give a rough time frame for the death of the animal 

or plant.  It is not a precise linear scale but instead returns broad date ranges of when 

Carbon 14 anomalies occurred depending on the rate of decay detected.   

Below is the Carbon 14 report: 
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(start DirectAMS report) 

 

 

 

“Dear Edward,  

  

Please find attached report.  As radiocarbon data can be particularly demanding for 

interpretation, we have provided a supplemental calibration of the data.  However, the 

calculation of radiocarbon data into a calendar date is necessarily subjective, as there are 

variations in application of the numerous corrections used in calibration calculations. 

Certain corrections, such as INTCAL20 and MARINE20, are widely accepted and available 

through free web-based calibration programs, like Calib and OxCal.  However, a number 

of regional, site and sample type corrections are also possible.  Only you are equipped to 

make such informed decisions on what corrections are applicable to your sample.  

Your report includes the basic correction as generated by Calib using the 

INTCAL20 curve. We encourage you to explore any additional corrections that may apply 

to your sample and its collection site.” 
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 13 January 2021  

  

Customer   

Edward Patterson      

Greenwood, IN 46143   

USA  

 

Samples submitted for radiocarbon dating have been processed and measured by AMS.  

    

 

DirectAMS code 
 

Submitter ID 
 

Sample type 
Fraction of modern 

pMC 1 error 

D-AMS 040302 Patterson organic (canvas) 97.18 0.29 

 

Results are presented in units of percent modern carbon (pMC) and the uncalibrated 

radiocarbon age before present (BP). All results have been corrected for isotopic 

fractionation with an unreported 13C value measured on the prepared carbon by the 

accelerator.  The pMC reported requires no further correction for fractionation.  

   

The following  calibrations  were  calculated  using  the  calibration  program 

 Calib  

(http://calib.org/calib/calib.html), 12 January 2021.  
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CALIB REV8.2 
Copyright 1986-2020 M Stuiver and PJ Reimer 

*To be used in conjunction with: 

Stuiver, M., and Reimer, P.J., 1993 

   

 

D-AMS 040302  

canvas  

Radiocarbon Age including +/- 24 Calibration data set: 

intcal20.14c # Reimer et al. 2020  

 

% area enclosed cal AD  

age ranges   relative area under probability distribution  

 

(1 sigma) 68.3%  

1623- 1820     0.576  

1757- 1820     0.424  

 

(2 sigma) 95.4%  

1615- 1705     0.505 

1715- 1777     0.041 

1738- 1824     0.391 

1915- 1974    0.063 

 

 

11822 North Creek Parkway N, Suite #107, Bothell, WA 98011 
www.DirectAMS.com 

Page 1 of 2 
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Report: 040302  13 January 2021  

  

References  Reimer P, Austin WEN, Bard E, Bayliss A, Blackwell PG, Bronk Ramsey 

C, Butzin M, Edwards RL,   Friedrich M, Grootes PM, Guilderson TP, Hajdas I, Heaton 

TJ, Hogg A, Kromer B, Manning SW,  

Muscheler R, Palmer JG, Pearson C, van der Plicht J, Reim Richards DA, Scott EM, 

Southon JR, Turney CSM, Wacker L, Adolphi F, Büntgen U, Fahrni S, Fogtmann-Schulz 

A, Friedrich R, Köhler P, Kudsk S, Miyake F, Olsen J, Sakamoto M, Sookdeo A, Talamo 

S. 2020.  

 

The IntCal20 Northern Hemisphere radiocarbon age calibration curve (0-55 cal kB).  

 

Radiocarbon 62. doi: 10.1017/RDC.2020.41.                                            

  

 Comments 

* This standard deviation (error) includes a lab error multiplier.  

** 2 sigma = 2 x square root of (sample std. dev.^2 + curve std. dev.^2)  

where ^2 = quantity squared.  

[ ] = calibrated range impinges on end of calibration data set  

0* represents a "negative" age  

BP 1955* or 1960* denote influence of nuclear testing C-14 
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NOTE:  Cal ages and ranges are rounded to the nearest year which may be too precise 

in many instances.  Users are advised to round results to the nearest 10 yr for samples with 

standard deviation in the radiocarbon age greater than 50 yr.                      

 
11822 North Creek Parkway N, Suite #107, Bothell, WA 98011 

www.DirectAMS.com 

 

Page 2 of 2  

(end DirectAMS Report)  
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C-14 Anomalies 

 

In their report DirectAMS acknowledges radiocarbon data can be “particularly 

demanding for interpretation and the calculation of radiocarbon data into a calendar date 

is necessarily subjective.”  The author recognizes the date ranges from the tests were 

determined on a “best-efforts basis” by the testing company and acknowledges the final 

interpretation of data lies within the responsibility of the author.  However, the results of 

the tests done by DirectAMS undeniably show something happened to the canvas 

during those different broad points of time in the past creating varying sets of 

anomalies in the rates of Carbon 14 decay.  
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  The tests returned one group with two sets of date ranges having 68.3% 

probability distribution (Sigma 1) and another group (Sigma 2) that returned four sets of 

date ranges with 95.4% probability distribution.  The author chose to use the Sigma 2 

results which showed more detail in C-14 degradation anomalies than did the results 

from Sigma 1 and with a higher probability of distribution.  In examining the results 

from Sigma 2: 

1.  The author submits the Carbon 14 anomaly dates of 1615-1705 contains the 

period of the creation of the Last Supper Modello. 

2. The 1715-1777 anomaly indicates something happened to the canvas during that 

date range which altered the rate of Carbon 14 decay.  The author of this work 

submits that time period represents the point when the canvas was removed from its 

original wooden panel, attached to its current stretchers and had its first restoration 

work conducted on it. 

3. The author submits the anomaly during 1738-1824 is when the painting underwent 

its second restoration, that time by the Haro Shop in Paris.   

4. The author further submits the fourth anomaly reported between 1915-1974 is when 

the painting was restored for the third time in conjunction with being smuggled into 

the United States.   

 

The events of all four time periods are discussed further in depth within these pages.  
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SECTION 5 

Pigment Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

Samples for Pigment Analysis were taken after the initial cleaning of the image but 

before any inpainting had been performed.  Sample Collection Microsamples of paint were 

collected from all perceived colors.  The white, blue and tan infills from previous 

restorations were visible, as were areas of current losses.  The paint surface exhibited 

extensive craquelure, randomly distributed throughout the painting and appears to be a 

factor of age; no evidence was found indicating results of stress or damage.  Some of the 

paint was cupping slightly, a normal reaction of old paint.   

The samples were collected with a chemically sharpened tungsten needle and 

portions of each sample were mounted on microscope slides in a thermoplastic resin of 

refractive index 1.660 and were analyzed by polarized light microscopy (PLM).  Portions 

of each sample were placed on a beryllium stub and sent to McCrone Associates, 850 

Pasquinelli Dr, Westmont, IL 60559.  McCrone is a consulting laboratory specializing in 

microscopy and microanalysis.   

https://www.mccrone.com/ 

 

The samples were analyzed by energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry in a scanning 

electron microscope (SEM-EDS).  The results of pigment analysis are discussed herein. 

https://www.mccrone.com/
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Ten samples representing a gamut of pigments were collected from various points 

on the canvas. 

 

 

Collection points of Samples 
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It is common knowledge and published in many literature sources that throughout 

his career Rubens used a very limited palette consisting of the primary colors Vermilion, 

Lead-tin yellow and Smalt along with Lead White for toning and Bone Black for shading.  

Pigment Analysis showed those five colorings to in fact be the major elements on this Last 

Supper Modello.  Prussian Blue was also found during Pigment Analysis as will be 

discussed later herein.   

For illustration purposes, below are the results of the data from Sample #1, a red-

brown mixture.  All other data Samples are included in the Appendix.   
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  23.64  4.82  33.99  

O  K series  47.67  3.55  51.45  

Si  K series  18.60  1.72  11.43  

Fe  K series  10.10  2.56  3.12  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
Concentration values less than 1.0 wt% should be interpreted as detected at trace level 
only, as the accuracy has not been fully evaluated using appropriate standard reference 
materials.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2A 
SEM-EDS spectrum of Sample 1, red brown ground, Spectrum 1 

 Sample 1 

1: red-brown  
  

11/30/2020  
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The Pigment Analysis of Sample 1 shows the presence of Chalk, Lead White, Iron 

Earth and a Brown organic binder. 

Analysis of the entire painting shows the presence of Chalk, Lead White, Iron earth, 

Smalt, Prussian Blue, Lead-tin Yellow, Vermillion and Bone Black, all in various places 

around the Modello and a trace of Rose Madder on Jesus’ Robe. 

It is interesting to note no paintings have been found throughout history containing 

the Lead-tin Yellow pigment after 1750 which is clear evidence the Modello dates back to 

before the mid-18th Century. 

Below is Table 1 listing of the results of all the Pigment Analysis testing. 
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Table 1 (see Appendix) 

 
Sample 

No.  
Color & Item  

Sample Locations  

Constituents Identified  Figures  Vertical, cm. 

from bottom  
Horizontal, 

cm. from left  

1  Red brown 

ground  Bottom edge  27.4 cm  

Chalk  
Lead white  
Iron earth  

Brown organic binder  
2A, 2B  

2  Blue-gray 

ground  Bottom edge  27.4 cm  
Chalk  

Lead white 

Smalt  3  

3  White book  37.1 cm  10.2 cm  
Lead white (neutral lead 

carbonate)  4  

4  Blue robe  12.7 cm  13.6 cm  
Lead white  

Smalt  
Chalk  5A, 5B  

5  Blue-green 

robe  16.3 cm  14.1 cm  
Lead white  

Prussian blue  
 

6A, 6B  
7A - 7C  

 

5 
Black- Blue 

green robe 
16.3 cm  14.1 cm  

Black Iron earth 
8A, 8B 

6  
Rust 

brown 

robe  
17.1 cm  8.6 cm  

Iron oxide  
Vermilion   

Calcium carbonate 

Lead-tin yellow  

6  

7  Dark brown 

robe 16.2 cm  8.2 cm  

Chalk  
Lead White  
Iron earth  

Lead-tin yellow  
Bone black  

Smalt (traces)  
Rose madder (traces)  

9  
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Table 1 - Continued 

 
Sample 

No.  Color & Item  

Sample Locations  

Constituents Identified  Figures  Vertical, cm. 

from bottom  
Horizontal, 

cm. from left  

8  Red Jesus’ 

robe  28.5 cm  22.8 cm  
Vermilion  

Lead white  
Rose madder  

10A, 

10B  

9  Dull green 

tunic  28.8 cm  35.3 cm  

Lead white   
Chalk  

Lead-tin yellow  
Vermilion  

Smalt  

11  

10  Yellow-gold 

chalice  23.4 cm  28.7 cm  
Lead-tin yellow  

Chalk  
Lead white  

12  

 

 

https://www.mccrone.com/analytical-laboratory/ 

  

https://www.mccrone.com/analytical-laboratory/
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SECTION 6 

X-ray, Infrared & Ultraviolet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the months of October and November 2020, Peter took a series of 

photographs of the Last Supper Modello.  A limited number of his photos are included in 

this discussion. 

• Images were produced by Peter using: 

o white light 

o x-rays 

o infrared reflectance illumination 

o ultraviolet fluorescence.   

• A photo was taken in daylight of the front of the Last Supper Modello.   

• The dog under the chair of Judas is slightly noticeable.   

• Also worthy of note is the right hand of Jesus after the removal of the top paint. 
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Daylight (white light) 
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The daylight photo of the back of the canvas 
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Peter took four (4) separate X-ray photos of the Last Supper Modello and merged 

all 4 into one complete image of the entire painting.  None of the X-rays showed any type 

of underpainting, meaning the image on the canvas is the original painting with no other 

image beneath it. 

 

 

X-Ray of Last Supper Modello 
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With the original paint now exposed, Peter took another ultraviolet. 

 

 

Ultraviolet fluorescence 
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The infrared of the entire scene shows the level of paint craquelure across the canvas 

as being natural and not fabricated.  Also evident under infrared is the presence of the dog 

under Judas’ chair.     

Even more important was the discovery of additional inpainting having been done 

on top of the tan infill but beneath the paint which had been applied over the irregular 

configuration of the hand of Jesus.  This in between layer of paint is clearly seen on the 

highlights of Judas’ robe and constitutes paint more recent than the tan infill but older than 

the paint on Jesus’ hand, thus constituting the third of four layers: 

1. Original paint 

2. Tan infill 

3. Paint on the robe of Judas (identified as Prussian Blue) 

4. Paint over the hand of Jesus 

. 
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Infrared reflectance illumination 
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SECTION 7 

2021 Restoration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The conversations below were a series of texts between the author and Peter 

Schoenmann, Painting Conservator of Param as he was working on the current restoration. 

 

From Peter to Author Mar 2021 

“It was scary taking off all of that Prussian blue.  You can see why it was done.  The 

shadows were long ago abraded.  Someone who overcleaned the sparse marks. However, 

that robe is the work of a virtuoso without a doubt. 

The red marks are targeted areas of a lighter blue color that I’ve been removing.  

They are very old marks but they float off, eventually without much effort. 

I believe this modello was “filled in” by a restorer in the past.  Probably by someone 

who overcleaned the sparse marks Rubens was known to have used.  A Rubens’ sketch is 

just that.  Moments of clarity and movements of suggestion. 

I took the foreground oil overpaint off also, as it was not helping.  The gray clay 

over red preparation gesso was his sketch pad.  I can prove the brown was fake with 

microscopic photographs of the brown covering past damage.  PS, don’t mind the dog.  

That’s just my sketch rendering with some reversible water colors.  Seems to line up. 

Blue robe looks amazing to me cleaned of all original Prussian Blue.  It’s now the 

highlight of the painting.  
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 Targeted areas of overpaint during removal.  

Also looks better “wetted.” 

 

 

Before. 
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Wetted 
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I am not going to clean anymore background.   Even though it’s surely bogus.  Dark 

crap someone painted into his sketch. 

The x-ray doesn’t promise any distinguishing details.   I think that what he (Rubens) 

had put there was probably very subtle.  Almost a line drawing. 

I’ll think about it.  I want it to be original but if there isn’t enough solid paint hiding 

beneath it might not be worth it. 

Let me put back the foreground and then we’ll see if it needs more light. 

I will be deleting the remaining dark from the ceiling area.  Candles were showing 

in the x-ray which means they were prominently painted, originally.  I don’t see where the 

level of detail in the x-ray where the architecture is.  

There just isn’t a lot under all the dark stuff. 

I think a lot of elements of the Modello would have been rendered like his sketch of 

“the Bear Hunt.” 
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Not a ton of paint.  For example, if “Bear Hunt” were x-rayed probably only a few 

areas would show; the horse rump, the face and the hand of the guy being mauled, and the 

two whiter dogs.  The rest is just wisps and touches. 

I think those wisps and touches got eroded on your modello through the centuries.  

Some long ago restorer tried filling in the info but was a little clumsy and heavy. 

Too heavy. 

Taking heavy overlayers off of solid paint is one thing.  Taking it off of wisps (if 

they still exist) is another. 

Still, I should be able to clean the background in a way that brings closer to what 

infrared sees.  Not a deep cleaning. “ 

 

From Peter Mar 22, 2021 

The brown foreground I took off.  I left some near the dog. 

 

 

Cleaning brown foreground 
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Phony brown still attached. 

Brown in the red preparation layer craters with no…. with no intermediate grey chalk 

layer is not possible. 

 

 

During cleaning the brown foreground 
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Not possible meaning Rubens didn’t paint on a surface that was cracked and already 

worn to the red bole preparation.  That’s not his brown. 

If I see paint stuck in an old crack, it’s as good as seeing it on top of an old fill.  It’s 

not original. 

I think the background has a lot more clumsy dark paint to take off but I’m not going 

to do it. 

For example, I see red preparation layer peeking through the greenish dark paint in 

the arch.  I suspect that paint isn’t original, but I also expect not much good to exist 

underneath 
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Cleaning the upper part of Last Supper Modello 
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From Peter April 7, 2021 

I think all of the irises, nostrils and eyebrows were retouched ages ago with a Van 

Dyck color.  I’d like to take it off but it’s too dangerous. 

 You’ve probably looked at this.  The ground chalk is pigmented gray, his rendering 

is whisper thin.  He leaves the grey coming through to create midtones. 

 

 

Assumption of the Virgin- Rubens-From Peter April 15, 2021 
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Edward, it’s going great.  Can barely see the inpainting.  Working at 7x 

magnification.  I don’t want to rush it, however.  There are thousands of dots to perfection.  

It is most satisfying. 

 

 

Peter working on inpainting 
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Between Author and Peter Apr 26, 2021 

Author: 

After your descriptions of the work you are doing I have come to the conclusion the 

Modello will come closer to looking like Rubens’ Three Nymphs With A Cornucopia than 

it did when I dropped it off.  Is that a fair statement? 

 

 

Rubens Three Nymphs With A Cornucopia  
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Author:  

Some stuff you can clearly see, other stuff is just hints.  

Peter: 

Certainly for dog and some other regions that are more “background.”  Figures are more 

locked in. 

 

I appreciate that you see this.  The pigmented ground color in “nymphs”  (which is a middle 

tone made with what looks like raw umber) is the main color doing most of the work.  For 

example, the gourd is mostly background color with a few highlight dabs and shadows. 

 

Your painting has a colder ground, btw.  But yes, I use it for mid-tone light.  It’s interesting 

to look at the ground under the microscope btw.  You can see the red clay bole peaking 

from underneath, for one thing.  In the chalk ground on top of the red bole that you can see 

individual pigment particles (that were mixed in before brushing on the colorized ground. 

 

Author: 

I am not at all surprised at what you’re saying.  The work you are doing brings out the fact 

this painting was originally done in the same style and technique that can be found in any 

of Rubens sketches and modellos. 
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Last Supper Modello Restored by Peter Schoenmann 

Co-Director, Painting Conservator, Parma Conservation. 
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SECTION 8 

Completion of Restoration 

 

 

 
The Last Supper Modello 
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With the completion of restoration by Parma Conservation it became obvious the 

entire scene was not painted by one person alone.  The main characters in the center were 

all painted with the level of skill and precision one would expect of Rubens himself but the 

others lacked the same penchant for detail. 

  
Portion painted by the hands of Peter Paul Rubens 

 

As shown above in clock-wise order, Judas, the Apostle to the left of Judas, the 

faceless Apostle with the bare arm, Jesus, Peter and the Apostle on the right of Judas all 

exhibit the level of artistic skill and painterly manner of Rubens. 
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Painted by the hands of Rubens’ assistants 

 

According to the professional opinion of Peter Schoenman at Parma, the remaining 

seven faces of the Apostles appear to have been painted by a different artist(s) with painting 

skills less than that of Rubens.  The faces were clearly not painted with the level of expertise 

as exhibited in the faces of Jesus and the four Apostles in the foreground which left Peter 

to submit the other seven were painted by one or more assistants of Rubens.  Scholars have 

determined such process was common to the works of the Great Master. 
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Marjorie E Wieseman pointed out in her work, Drawn By The Brush: Oil 

Sketches By Peter Paul Rubens “Even more important and influential were de Piles's 

perceptive remarks on the pleasurable appeal of the Rubens’ oil sketches to the 

sophisticated viewer.  He observed that while in a finished painting everything was clearly 

defined, leaving little to the imagination, a sketch encouraged, even required, an active 

imagination to supply what was not described or defined by the artist. This more active 

viewing resulted in an intimate engagement with the work of art and a closer communion 

with the creative impulse of the artist, a factor that had considerable impact on the 

eighteenth century's admiration for the oil sketch.” 

https://archive.bampfa.berkeley.edu/projects/rubens/essays/essay02.html 

 

During the restoration Peter informed the author the architecture of the background 

was probably done originally as a line sketch by Rubens and filled in later by one or more 

restorers.  The author submits that such inpainting was done during either the first or second 

restoration (or more likely a combination of the two) and not by the unknown artist of the 

1900’s project.  Peter determined during his work that the background paint was impossible 

to remove without endangering the sketch beneath. 

 

https://archive.bampfa.berkeley.edu/projects/rubens/essays/essay02.html
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SECTION 9 

1615- 1705 Time Period   

1615 - 1705 

1715 - 1777 

1738 - 1824 

1915 - 1974  

 

 

It is common knowledge Rubens preferred to paint on wooden panels but would 

occasionally use canvas when painting smaller modellos that were subject to being shipped 

longer distances back and forth during the commission approval process.  Examination of 

the Last Supper Modello canvas clearly shows a series of holes along the edges where tacks 

had been used to secure the blank canvas to a wooden panel beneath. 

 

 

Tack holes 
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Such an arrangement allowed Rubens to paint on the surface of the canvas with a 

stiff backing while having the capability of being easily transported back and forth to the 

client.  Once completed the finished Last Supper Modello could be removed from the 

wooden panel for shipping a long distance by merely removing the canvass from the 

wooden panel and rolling it up for transportation.  It could be easily unrolled and remounted 

to the wooden panel via the tacks when the canvas was returned with client approval.  A 

series of tack holes are consistently found on all four corners and along the middle of each 

side of the Last Supper Modello.  Because the tack holes are so close to the edge they likely 

would not have interfered with the painting (per Peter at Parma Conservation). 

 

 

Tack holes 
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The small areas on the front of the canvas where the tack holes are positioned have 

suffered near total paint loss.  Interesting to note is the fact the paint loss over the tack holes 

shows the tan ground immediately below which means the tan ground was applied after the 

canvas was removed from the wooden panel, clear evidence the tan ground was used in the 

first restoration. 

 

 

Tack holes 
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Evidence on the back side of this canvas Last Supper Modello shows a very distinct 

coat of arms presumably belonging to the patron commissioning the painting.   

 

  

Coat of arms     Coat of arms highlighted 

 

History has shown that with the massive volume of paintings Rubens created in his 

studio having a coat of arms on the backside served to keep track of what modello went 

with what client.  The coat of arms served as an inventory number, if you will, which 

allowed Rubens to easily remove the canvas, roll it up and ship it to the client.  When the 

canvas Modello was returned with client approval Rubens could easily unroll it, mount it 

again to a wooden panel, and use it as a guide to paint the Large Work of Art commission.  

The coat of arms made it possible to keep track of ownership during the approval stages.   

Jan van den Hoecke (1611–1651) a Flemish painter, draughtsman and designer of 

wall tapestries, was one of the principal assistants in Rubens' studio in the 1600’s.  It is 

believed that he first apprenticed with his father before becoming a frequent collaborator 

on various major projects of Rubens. 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Jan_van_den_Hoecke 

 

 

 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Jan_van_den_Hoecke
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Cecilia Paolini in her work, Peter Paul Rubens and the Archdukes of South 

Flanders, referred to the practice of Rubens and his associates putting the patrons’ coat of 

arms on the back side of the modello; (sic) “A sketch described in the inventories of the 

collection of the Prince of Liechtenstein is a small canvas kept at the National Museum of 

Budapest attributed in the inventory description to Jan van den Hoecke and bearing the 

princely Liechtenstein coat of arms on the back."   

https://www.academia.edu/44059987/Peter_Paul_Rubens_e_gli_arciduchi_delle_Fiandre

_meridionali_Storia_di_un_rapporto_di_committenza_attraverso_la_ricostruzione_docu

mentaristica_e_iconografica_delle_collezioni_della_corte_di_Bruxelles 

  (page 548) 

 

Van den Hoecke was a versatile artist producing historical paintings as well as 

portraits and designs for tapestries, making him critically involved with the creation of the 

modelli and cartoons Rubens sent to Infanta Isabella for approval in regards to the tapestries 

being woven for her.  The author submits that evidence of van den Hoecke placing a coat 

of arms on the back of a modello establishes the practice as being the normal in Rubens’ 

studio. 

In describing ancient coat of arms, tradition has the color of the shield always being 

listed first with the bend being second.  Rowena Ceft, European Art Historian and Research 

Specialist, Milan, Italy, spent countless hours researching the image on the back side of the 

Last Supper Modello and came to several conclusions.  Here is her report to the author; 

  

https://www.academia.edu/44059987/Peter_Paul_Rubens_e_gli_arciduchi_delle_Fiandre_meridionali_Storia_di_un_rapporto_di_committenza_attraverso_la_ricostruzione_documentaristica_e_iconografica_delle_collezioni_della_corte_di_Bruxelles
https://www.academia.edu/44059987/Peter_Paul_Rubens_e_gli_arciduchi_delle_Fiandre_meridionali_Storia_di_un_rapporto_di_committenza_attraverso_la_ricostruzione_documentaristica_e_iconografica_delle_collezioni_della_corte_di_Bruxelles
https://www.academia.edu/44059987/Peter_Paul_Rubens_e_gli_arciduchi_delle_Fiandre_meridionali_Storia_di_un_rapporto_di_committenza_attraverso_la_ricostruzione_documentaristica_e_iconografica_delle_collezioni_della_corte_di_Bruxelles
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(Start of Rowena’s Report) 

Rowena Ceft 

European Art Historian and Research Specialist 

Milan, Italy 

 

Edward, 

 

As you and I have discussed during previous conversations, here are the findings I can 

officially report to you.  

• The image is certainly symbolic for a family coat of arms. 

• The number 3 designates the color of the shield. 

• For ease of identification and application by Rubens and others, the number 3 must 

have represented a primary color common to Rubens’ work (either red, yellow, blue, 

black or white.) 

• The letter “I” was used in ancient heraldry to represent Iron. 

• The bend in this coat of arms would have thus been iron colored, or gray (silver).  

• The single curved bend is extremely rare in heraldry.  

  

After exhaustive research I have identified the only coat of arms meeting those 

conditions as belonging to Gabriel Condulmer, Venetian Cardinal Priest of S. Clemente.  

He was later elected Pope and took the name Eugene IV.   
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Pope Eugene IV- blue shield, gray (silver) curved bend- 1431 AD 

 

Traditions have it that the Condulmer family originally came from the Lombard 

Kingdom, an early medieval state established by the Lombards, a Germanic people, on the 

Italian Peninsula in the latter part of the 6th century.  In fact, there is a relationship with the 

Germanic name Gundalmar.  They eventually settled in northern Italy in Pavia, the capital 

of the Lombard Kingdom.  

By the end of the 13th Century they were among the most distinguished families of 

Venice but nevertheless in the lockout of 1297 they found themselves excluded from the 
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Maggior Consiglio.  At the time of the Lockout the family was divided into three different 

lines.  Over three different time periods they were subsequently admitted to the patriciate. 

The first line to enter the patrician class of Venice was that of Giacomo di Pietro, 

drawn in 1381 with thirty others who had supported their homeland during the Chioggia 

war. This nucleus resided in a palace of Santa Croce on the Grand Canal in front of the 

Tolentini church, where the Condulmer palace still exists.  This palace originally belonged 

to the Loredan family then was bought by the Condulmer family whom Pope Eugenio IV 

was a member. It would later end up in the possession of brothers Piero and Giacomo 

Condulmer in the late 17th Century. 

 

  

Palazzo Condulmer (Venice) 

 

The second line, represented by Angelo di Fiornovello, had also tried to enter the 

Maggior Consiglio (the highest governing body of Venice) on the same occasion, but 

without success.  However, it redeemed itself in 1431 when the Republic decided to ennoble 

it following the election of Gabriele di Angelo (1383-1447) as pontiff, who took the name 

of Pope Eugene IV.  The second line settled in the province of Treviso, Veneto, Italy.   
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The third family to enter the patrician class was that of Niccolò by his payment of 

one hundred thousand ducats in 1653 to the Greater Council. 

https://www.wikiwand.com/it/Condulmer 

 

The line of the Condulmer family would continue using the same blue shield/gray 

bend coat of arms as Eugene IV did.   

 

I hope this helps. 

Rowena Ceft 

(End of Rowena’s report) 

 

              

 Last Supper Modello   Condulmer   Republic of Venice- 

Shield of Venetian Patricians 

17th Century 

 https://www.wikiwand.com/it/Condulmer 

 

The 15th Century Condulmer Coat of Arms is listed in the microfiche files of the 

Cicognari Library now housed in the Vatican Library.    

        

https://www.wikiwand.com/it/Condulmer
https://www.wikiwand.com/it/Condulmer
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 https://catalog.princeton.edu/catalog/8534066             Pope Eugene IV 

 

Based on association the author further submits the robe of Judas so clearly seen in the 

Last Supper Modello was painted blue in respect for the color of the shield of the Condulmer 

family.   

   

           Blue robe in respect for Condulmer family colors. 

https://catalog.princeton.edu/catalog/8534066
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The cape of Judas was painted blue only in the Last Supper Modello and not on any 

other cape of Judas in the remaining Rubens’ Last Supper renditions where the color is 

known.  The capes of Judas in the Tapestry, Grisailles, Pushkin and Brera works of art were 

all painted tan. 

 

    

Tapestry- tan robe     Grisailles- tan robe  

  

Pushkin- tan robe     Brera- tan robe 
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Therefore, Rowena Ceft’s research showed strong evidence a Rubens’ Last Supper 

Large Work of Art was commissioned by the Condulmer family.  The Modello used in its 

creation would have probably remained with Rubens until his death in 1640 while the large 

painting would have gone into the possession of the Condulmer family.  

In discussing the Condulmer Palace on the Grand Canal, Dario Zanverdiani, IUAV 

University of Venice, in his Contributions to the History of the Lost Venetian Gardens, 

Palazzo Gradenigo, Condulmer and Papadopoli ai Tolentini wrote; 

“In 1740 the Palace was included among the properties of the brothers Piero (1673-

1741) and Giacomo Condulmer (1668-1756), the latter reported, again in the Genealogies, 

as the buyer of the Venetian palace.”  The brothers were descendants of Giacomo di Pietro, 

patriarch of the first line of Condulmers. 

 

https://www.academia.edu/42720903/Palazzo_Gradenigo_Condulmer_Papadopoli

_ai_Tolentini 

 

Motta di Livenza is a province of Treviso, Veneto, Italy where the second line of the 

Condulmer family led by Fiornovello di Francesco settled around 1431.  In 1528, a 

provision by the Venetian Republic appropriated what remained of the Moletto Forest from 

the city of Motta, which thus ceded possession after two hundred years.  The forest had 

been decimated by timbering to supply material in sustaining the Venetian ship building 

industry which was one of the most prolific and dominate in the world at the time.  In the 

early 17th Century this large area of land went to the high-ranking families in the area; the 

Venetian aristocracy – the Morosini, the Condulmer and the Foscarini-Cornaro families, 

who obtained most of the lands regarded as “Municipal Assets” (assets which had always 

belonged to the city, subsequently appropriated by the Republic.)  The Venetian aristocracy 

and wealthy families wished to celebrate and enjoy the fruits of the land and spent a lot of 

money in building their palaces.   

http://www.moletto.com/deu/company/our_story 

https://www.academia.edu/42720903/Palazzo_Gradenigo_Condulmer_Papadopoli_ai_Tolentini
https://www.academia.edu/42720903/Palazzo_Gradenigo_Condulmer_Papadopoli_ai_Tolentini
http://www.moletto.com/deu/company/our_story
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Based on the timing of the creation of the Modello between 1615-1627 and the 

construction of the Palace at Motta di Livenza in the early 17th Century the author submits 

the Condulmer Last Supper Large Work of Art painted by Rubens would have been hung 

in the new palace at Motta di Livenza. 

 The area was taken in 1797 by the French under V Corps Marshal Edouard Mortier 

prior to the Battle of Ocaña during the Napoleonic Wars.  The author submits the Condulmer 

Large Work of Art would have been hanging inside the Condulmer Palace at Motta di 

Livenza when the Palace and its contents, including the Rubens’ Large Work of Art, were 

destroyed by Mortier’s forces. 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Treviso   

 

By the fall of the Republic the Condulmer family had been reduced to only five 

members.  One was married to Blanca Tron, without children.  With no other Condulmer 

descendants their assets were left as an inheritance to the Grassi family, owners of the 

eponymous palace on the Grand Canal.  The assets did not include the Condulmer Last 

Supper Large Work of Art because it had been destroyed previously by Mortier. 

https://www.venetoinside.com/hidden-treasures/post/villa-condulmer-in-mogliano-

veneto-and-giuseppe-verdi/ 

 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Treviso
https://www.venetoinside.com/hidden-treasures/post/villa-condulmer-in-mogliano-veneto-and-giuseppe-verdi/
https://www.venetoinside.com/hidden-treasures/post/villa-condulmer-in-mogliano-veneto-and-giuseppe-verdi/
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SECTION 10 

The first restoration  

1715 to 1777 

1615 - 1705 

1715 – 1777 

1738 - 1824 

1915 – 1974 

 

As Julius S. Held pointed out in his work, The Oil Sketches of Peter Paul Rubens, 

“Rubens took care to make certain his sketches were safely locked up in his Antwerp 

studio.  Whenever possible he retained the sketches for his various projects, as he did 

for the 39 sketches for the Jesuit Church in Antwerp but several drawings or sketches 

are mentioned in his estate without individual descriptions.  No sketches by Rubens 

appear in Antwerp inventories before the artist’s death in 1640, yet beginning in 1642 

they proliferated in the major collections of the city.”  

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3050152?origin=crossref 

  

 Wieseman also pointed out in her work “With few exceptions, the bulk of 

Rubens's oil sketches remained in the studio and was probably sold at auction in 1642 

along with the other paintings from his estate. Unlike the finished works of art, they 

are not listed individually in the Specification but are instead grouped together in an 

unnumbered lot at the end of the catalogue under the heading Vne tresgrande quantité 

des desseins des plus notables pieces, faictes par feu Mons. Rubens  (A very large 

number of designs from the most notable pieces, made by the late Mons. Rubens)." 

https://archive.bampfa.berkeley.edu/projects/rubens/essays/essay02.html 

 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/3050152?origin=crossref
https://archive.bampfa.berkeley.edu/projects/rubens/essays/essay02.html
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The author submits the Last Supper Modello was one of those as mentioned 

but not named even though Rubens had placed a coat of arms on the back of the 

canvas to serve as his inventory control.  The fact the Last Supper Modello was not 

listed in the inventories should not be surprising because its purpose was to serve as 

a guide for Large Works of Art and not serve as a work of art itself.   

It is common knowledge various parts of Europe suffered disastrous damages 

to their collections of priceless art during the many wars and conflicts each have 

endured over the years.  The fact the Last Supper Modello discussed herein 

disappeared from history with the death of Rubens in 1640 should not be surprising 

given the fact stated by Held that such disappearance was not uncommon at the time.   

History has also shown catastrophic losses of many of Rubens’ paintings leading the 

author to submit that group includes the Last Supper Large Work of Art 

commissioned by the Condulmer family and destroyed by Mortier. 

Based also on the Carbon 14 testing the canvas Modello experienced another 

anomaly during the period of 1715-1777.  The author submits during that period the 

canvas underwent the first of its three restorations.  Evidence of restoration can be found in 

the stretchers which were cut with rough sawing as seen in the photographs.  Proof of three 

restorations are the three tack holes in various places along the entire outside of the 

stretchers.     
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(Author’s note: In order to capture images of the tack holes along the entire lengths of 

the stretchers, portions were photographed from the side and the images spliced together 

to show the assembled outside bars.  The groups of three tack holes mounted close together 

are circled in yellow.  Other individual tack holes remain uncircled.) 
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The corner tacks, as well as other groups of tacks around the stretchers, were 

placed too close together to have been done so all at the same time with the 

mounting of a single canvas.  Therefore, the three tack holes in very close proximity 

of each other are the results of different canvasses being tacked to the stretchers 

three different times over the centuries. 

 

 

Corner tacks 

 

The original canvas measures 60.0 cm high by 49.5 cm wide and the assembled 

stretchers measures the same within a few centimeters.  The evidence shows the lining 

canvas was tacked to the sides of the stretchers, therefore the canvas had to have been 

removed from Rubens’ wooden panel, glued to a larger (lining) canvas and mounted to the 

stretchers by tacking the lining of the canvas to the stretchers.  The series of these three 
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“too close to have been done at the same time” tack holes around the perimeter of the 

assembled stretchers indicates the canvas went through relining three different times. 

Evidence also shows a tan ground was applied to the canvas in various places on top of 

the original paint, a process normally found in restorations.  

 

 

Cross section of canvas 

 

Evidence further shows all of the original tack holes in the canvas were filled in with 

that same tan ground.   The rust color surrounding the tack holes in the original canvas can 

still be clearly seen through the holes in the canvas beneath the tan ground. 

                                    

Rust around tack holes- tan ground beneath  
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Therefore, the author submits that around 1750 the canvas was: 

• First removed from the original wooden panel. 

• Glued to a new, larger canvas. 

• Tacked to the stretchers the first time via the new lining. 

• Restored the first time, evidenced by the old tack holes filled in with tan ground. 
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SECTION 11 

The Second Restoration  

1738 to 1824 

1615 - 1705 

1715 - 1777 

1738 - 1824 

1915 - 1974 

 

After the restoration of 1750 the Last Supper Modello was lost to history the second 

time until it resurfaced in 1824.  

The original photos posted on eBay included the back-side of the canvas, stretchers 

and frame and showed some type of smudge on the middle bar. 

 

  

eBay Backside photo  
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On closer examination the smudge on the middle stretcher cross bar is clearly visible 

as an ancient label which had been adhered to the center cross stretcher bar at some point 

in the far distant past.   

 

 

label 

 

An infrared photo by Peter showed the contents of the writing on the label: 

 

 

Infrared of label (taken after canvas was removed from stretchers) 
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The author contacted Ms. Isabella Checchi of Genoa, Italy, Historical Research 

Specialist to analyze the smudged label.  Here is a recap of her findings.   

Start of Isabella’s report (condensed) 

“Transcription of your file.  (XXXXX) highlights non-readable parts of the text. 

At a closer look, I realized this is not a shop sign, but it appears to be the typical 

inscription that Fine Arts merchants used to apply on the back of painting canvas, or 

restored paintings coming from their shops. Famous Rue de Colombier (street address of 

the shop) existed in the past centuries in Paris, France and Geneve, Switzerland.  

Fortunately, an archive of a Fine Arts merchant in Paris reports the existence of this shop 

and provides further useful information (in French) that you can check at  

https://www.guide-labreuche.com/collection/commerces/haro 

 

The Haro Shop was located in the ancient Art district (Faubourg Saint Germain) of Paris, 

where major French painters of 19th century used to live and work.  Thanks to the 

information available at the above link, it is clear that this inscription comes from “Maison 

Haro” and the address on the inscription (“Rue de Colombier”, currently corresponding to 

Rue Jacob in Paris) allows us to date it to the period 1824 -1847.  

At the above link, there is also an image of a similar inscription (not exactly the same 

but very close) dating back to 1826, that allowed me to reconstruct some missing excerpts 

of your inscription.   

https://www.guide-labreuche.com/collection/commerces/haro
https://www.guide-labreuche.com/collection/commerces/haro
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Comparable label 

 

Eventually, based on this reconstruction, the most complete translation of the sticker on 

your painting is the following: 

 

« TO THE SPIRIT OF THE ARTS 

30, Colombier Street, Borough of Saint-Germain 

HARO 

MERCHANT OF COLOUS, RESTORER OF PAINTINGS 

Nephew and student of Mr. REY, Offers everything regarding useful items for Oil 

Painting. Canvases [XXXXX] [XXXXX], Taffeta, Absorbing and half-absorbing canvas as 

invented by M. R. [XXXXX] 

Miniature, Drawing, Watercolor, Wash and Pastel; Papers of all qualities, Pencils of 

all kinds.  Gold borders with all measures; carton and frame of Drawings and Prints. Ships 

to administrative divisions of France and abroad.” 

 

Isabella Checchi. 

End of Isabella’s report (full report posted in Appendix) 
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30 Rue Jacob, Paris 

Formerly 30 Colombier Street, Borough of Saint-Germain 

 

The sticker places the Last Supper Modello at the small Haro Shop between 1824 

and 1847.   

The infrared photos taken after the initial cleaning by Parma Conservation together 

with the results of the Pigment Analysis and Carbon 14 tests show clear evidence Prussian 

Blue was added to the cape of Judas on the painted canvas sometime during the Carbon 14 

anomaly date range of 1738-1824 corresponding to the sticker dating of 1824-1847.  The 

Prussian Blue was applied by a restorer as a shading agent to enhance the folds in the cloth 

whereas with all other capes on the Modello the darkening of folds was achieved by the 

addition of other standard Rubens’ pigments (e.g. Bone Black, Item #7, Dark Brown Robe.) 
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Prussian Blue addition- darken folds in Judas’ cape 

 

The potential for Prussian Blue to be used as a colorant was not recognized until 

1710 when it went on sale in the German state of Prussia.  By 1724 it was being 

manufactured in several countries across Europe and by the middle of the Eighteenth-

century Prussian Blue was widely used in a range of binding media.   Prussian Blue was 

thus in use within the European art community during the Haro era and therefore must have 

been added to the Last Supper Modello no sooner than the middle of the Eighteenth 

Century.  

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Prussian_blue  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Prussian_blue
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As discussed earlier, the Modello underwent a restoration during 2020-2021 at 

which time the Prussian Blue was removed from the canvass.  No additional Pigment 

Analysis was conducted after the 2021 restoration therefore it is unknown precisely what 

colorant Rubens originally used when painting the folds in Judas’ robe.  It would not be 

unreasonable to assume he used Bone Black just like he had for darkening the shadows of 

the robe of the Apostle beside Judas. 

Part of the heading of the Haro sticker reads, “RESTORER OF PAINTINGS,” 

indicating the Haro Shop was active in restoring old paintings.  During the Haro restoration 

the first liner previously applied during the 1750 restoration would have been removed by 

the restoring artist, exposing the Condulmer coat of arms.   

At the top of the sticker in large type is also “MERCHANT OF COLORS,” indicating 

the Haro Shop sold artist supplies to the general public.  Chief among their customers were 

the Barbizon school of painters who were active roughly from the early 1800’s through 

1870.  Worthy of note within that list was French Romantic artist Eugene Delacroix (1798-

1863) the last of the Old Masters.  He was known to have used the Haro Shop almost 

exclusively for his supplies and Stephanie Constantin recorded in her studies, The Barbizon 

Painters: A Guide to Their Suppliers that, “In return for his patronage Haro would create 

or refine products to Delacroix’s needs.  By doing so their shop played a crucial role in the 

development of Delacroix’s technique and his art.) 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1506882?seq=1 

 

Up until that time shadows had traditionally been painted as thin, dark glazes with 

no color interest at all and had a muddy, dirty effect as the local (actual) color of an object 

had been mixed with black.  Delacroix revolutionized the painting of shadows by 

representing them as being composed of strands of color which was a far cry from 

conventional academic chiaroscuro.  Whereas neoclassical work aimed to preserve a 

smoothed-down paint surface, Delacroix applied to the finished canvas a technique called 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1506882?seq=1
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flossing which involves the application of short delicate strokes of color on top of the 

finished paint surface and enhances the impression of sparkling light.  

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-

arthistory2/chapter/understanding-delacroixs-painterly-techniques/ 

 

An example of Delacroix’s technique and palette is seen in his piece, the 

Nymph where he used Prussian Blue to enhance the shadows. 

 

https://www.attentiveequations.com/delacroixs-palette-for-the-nymph/ 

 

 

The obvious question is, “Who added the Prussian Blue to the Last Supper 

Modello?”   

The author submits the Haro Shop restoring artist followed Delacroix’s technique 

in order to visually enhance the cape and its blue color which was dictated by Rubens’ color 

establishment on the Condulmer shield.  Since the Prussian Blue colorant was only found 

in the folds of Judas’ cape it must be accepted that it was done solely to enhance the 

shadows on Judas’ cape in the manner of Delacroix.  No other capes in the Modello were 

subjected to such treatment nor was Prussian Blue detected anywhere else on the Modello.   

 

 

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-arthistory2/chapter/understanding-delacroixs-painterly-techniques/
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-arthistory2/chapter/understanding-delacroixs-painterly-techniques/
https://www.attentiveequations.com/delacroixs-palette-for-the-nymph/
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Since the cape of Judas was thus enhanced by the use of Delacroix’s technique 

during the time period Delacroix was in the Haro Shop, it must be assumed the Prussian 

Blue was added by one of the following: 

• An unknown artist working in the Haro Shop using Delacroix’s technique. 

• An unknown artist following the direct advice and guidance of Delacroix. 

• Delacroix himself. 

Respectable arguments can be made in favor of any one of those possibilities. 

Isabella was thus able to verifiably place Rubens’ Last Supper Modello at 30 

Colombier Street, Paris, France sometime between the years 1824 - 1847 corresponding to 

the anomaly in Carbon 14 testing results of between 1738 and 1824. 

Margo McFarland, an associate at Parma Conservation and an expert in vintage 

paper, spent time examining the sticker in fine detail and discovered there are worm holes 

in the cross bar beneath the sticker.   That meant the Haro sticker had been placed on the 

cross bar at some point after the worm holes were created.   
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Wormholes under label 
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Other wormholes around label 

 

Taking the average of the date of the first restoration in 1750 and the 1824 date of 

the Haro restoration we find the least length of time between the restorations to be 74 years.  

After extensive research and discussions with local arborists the author was not able to 

determine a date when the worm holes in the cross bars first began nor how long they went 

on because there are simply too many unknown variables to factor in, including:     

• Type of wood 

• Moisture content of wood from start to finish 

• Other atmospheric considerations while the painting was hanging 

• The overall environment where the painting hung 

• The types of insects within the environment 
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What can be said with a fair amount of certainty is that enough time passed between 

the first restoration circa 1750 and the time it arrived at the Haro shop circa 1824 that a 

renovation of the kind the Haro Shop specialized in would have certainly been in order.  

The evidence to support those statements is clearly undeniable beginning with the 3 layers 

of ground found on the canvas.   

 

 

Three layers of ground 

 

Peter went on to inform the author that the blue ground found on the painting was 

in common use during European restorations during the 1700’s and 1800’s, exactly during 

the Haro existence and it sits on top of the tan ground, meaning blue ground was most likely 

used by the Haro Shop during their restoration (the author’s assertion and not Peter’s). 
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Cross section of canvas 

 

 

 

In summary of the first two restorations, the canvas was initially tacked to a wooden 

panel when the painting was created by Rubens.  During the 1750 restoration it was 

removed from the wooden panel and glued to a new canvass before being attached the first 

time to the stretchers it is currently mounted on.  The canvas was later removed and 

reattached to the same stretchers as part of the restoration by Haro in 1824 which created 

the second of the three sets of tack holes. 

Based on the authenticity of the the Haro sticker on the Last Supper Modello, Pascal 

LaBreuche now includes it in the Labreuche Paris Guide.  

https://www.guide-labreuche.com/file-index/gl-613 

  

https://www.guide-labreuche.com/file-index/gl-613
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SECTION 12 

The third restoration 

1915-1974 

1615 - 1705 

1715 - 1777 

1738 - 1824 

1915 - 1974 

 

After the Haro restoration in 1824 the Last Supper Modello again disappeared from 

history.  There is no evidence to support how the painting traveled from Europe to the 

United States sometime after 1824 but there is Carbon 14 proof that something happened 

to it between 1915 and 1974 to change the rate of Carbon 14 radioactive decay.  During 

that latest time span the canvas was restored the third time, evidenced by the appearance of 

the new lining as viewed from behind.  By its cleanliness and overall appearance, it was 

clear the canvas exposed in the eBay listing could not have possibly been used to line the 

Last Supper Modello during the Haro restoration of 1824.  The author submits the painting 

underwent a limited restoration at some point during the 1915-1974 anomaly and at that 

time the original canvas was attached to a newer lining as seen on the back side of the 

canvas on eBay.  This third lining is evidenced by the last of the three close tack holes.   
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eBay photo        Three close tack hole placement 

 

Additional evidence of the third restoration is found in the application of a white 

gesso found across various points of the canvas sitting on top of the blue paint beneath it. 

 

 

White gesso on top of blue ground 
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Peter informed the author that white gesso-type grounds have only been around for 

the “last century or so” and by sitting on top of the blue ground it is clear the white gesso 

was applied sometime after the blue ground, meaning applied after the Haro restoration. 

 

 

 

White gesso used in third restoration 
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The original eBay image showed evidence of odd repainting of the hand of Jesus.  

The small hand, wrist and forearm seemed completely out of shape and disproportional to 

the rest of the character. 

 

 

Cropped from eBay photo 
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The original eBay ultraviolet showed proof the hand had in fact been overpainted 

sometime in the recent past. 

 

 

eBay photo 
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After Parma removed the darkened resin and the Prussian Blue the original hand 

was found to be in remarkably good condition. 

 

 

 

Original hand of Jesus 

 

The major question then becomes why would any restoring artist turn a forearm, 

wrist and hand all in remarkably good condition into a badly distorted figure?  The author 

considered all possibilities. 
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First, the restoring artist simply did not like the looks of the original hand and tried 

to change it for whatever reason he or she may have had.  Or perhaps the artist was 

practicing painting techniques or simply learning how to paint.  None of those scenarios 

seem plausible considering the level of artistic skills the restoring artist exhibited while 

working on the rest of the Last Supper Modello. 

Secondly, and more probable, is that the distorted painting of the hand was a 

deliberate act meant to disfigure and disguise the Last Supper Modello when viewed.   The 

motivation to do so can be found by examining the state of world affairs during the period 

of the restoration.  DirectAMS established a C-14 anomaly between the date range of 1915-

1974 which contains the time span of WWII.  It has been estimated that over 650,000 works 

of art in Europe were looted by the Nazis during that period, most of which have never been 

found.  Most of the plunder happened under the orders of Hitler who authorized a process 

known as “Weltanschauung.”  

Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg was the “Special Task Force” headed by Adolf 

Hitler’s leading ideologue, Alfred Rosenberg.  This group was one of the main Nazi 

agencies engaged in the theft of cultural valuables in Nazi-occupied countries during the 

War.   
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The author submits the Last Supper Modello was deliberately sabotaged in order to 

hide its identity as an original Peter Paul Rubens work of art from the Nazis and was 

subsequently smuggled into the United States for protection.  As part of that clandestine 

operation all traces of origination were hidden and it disappeared from history once more 

until it eventually wound up as “Part of a large, unidentified family estate” auction sale in 

Cumberland Rhode Island. 

After extensive research and consultation with experts in the field, (including the 

organization, “Monuments Men”) the author determined that due to the success of the 

deliberate disfigurement and deception of the painting the Last Supper Modello avoided 

confiscation by the Nazis and is therefore not subject to any reparations or restitutions to 

any outside party. 

https://www.monumentsmenfoundation.org/ 

  

https://www.monumentsmenfoundation.org/
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SECTION 13 

 Comparison Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of the Comparison Analysis was to investigate what relationships exist 

between the Last Supper Modello and other renditions of the Last Supper scene painted by 

Rubens.  The Grand Master always went to great lengths to avoid painting the exact scene 

twice and in fact upon close examination of the known images there are five different 

renditions which can be broken down into three sets of functions; Modellos, Large Works 

of Art and Engraved Prints.  

 

Modellos Large Works of Art Engraved Print 

Grisaille 

 

Anacona Tapestry 

 

Bolswert 

 

Pushkin

 

Brera 
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Scholars have identified nine items of varying composition which 

collectively determine the uniqueness of each of the five pieces: 

1. The hand Jesus is raising to bless the bread he is holding. 

2. The bare arm of one Apostle resting on the shoulder of the adjacent Apostle. 

3. The number of candles on the table. 

4. The number of jugs of wine in the lower corner of the scene.  

5. The side of Jesus that Peter is standing. 

6. The height of the ceiling curtain. 

7. Number of plates on the table. 

8. The hand resting on the table of the kneeling Apostle beside Judas. 

9. The number of candles beside the book on the mantle.   

 

Modello 

 

Last Supper Modello 
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Upon examination of the Modello it was found that: 

1. Jesus was raising his right hand over the bread he was holding with his left.   

2. The Apostle second from the left of Judas was resting his right bare arm on the 

shoulder of the Apostle to his right.   

3. There are no candles on the table of the Modello. 

4. There are 1 ½ jugs of wine in the lower right of the scene.   

5. The young Peter is siting on the left of Jesus. 

6. The ceiling curtain hangs high above the group.   

7. There is no plate on the table.  

8. The Apostle to the left of Judas has his left hand on the table.   

9. Two candles are sitting beside a book on the mantle.  

The author created a Comparison Analysis Table and entered the results noted of 

the nine items on the Modello. 
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In order to compare the Last Supper Modello against the five other images the 

author used Photoshop image editing software.  The Modello was inserted into a worksheet 

as a Layer One followed by inserting a second image, constituting Layer Two, on top of 

the first.  A 50% transparency level was applied to Layer Two which allowed differences, 

if any, between the layers to be clearly distinguished.  No partial enlargements, reductions 

nor shifting of individual parts or pieces was done but only the manipulation of the images 

as a whole for alignment between Layers One and Two was conducted.   

For illustration purposes of that procedure the author inserted the Modello as both 

Layer One and Layer two into a single worksheet with 50% transparency for Layer Two.  

The result was there were two of everything in the image, each reversed from the other. 

 

 

Last Supper Modello copied onto itself 
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Grisaille 

The first comparison made was between the Modello and the Grisaille Sketch 

recently sold through Sotheby’s auction.  Adjusting for the mirror effect the Modello was 

inserted reversed as Layer One and the Grisaille inserted as Layer Two with 50% 

transparency.  Because the Modello was flipped as Layer One in reverse for comparisons, 

all nine unique items of composition should be reversed when compared with Layer Two. 

 

   

Grisaille Sketch                 Layer Two- Grisaille 50% over reversed Modello 

 

https://www.sothebys.com/en/buy/auction/2019/master-paintings-evening-sale/sir-peter-paul-
rubens-the-last-supper-en-grisaille 

 

The precise alignment of composition between the two is readily seen including the 

nine items compared.  The Grisaille sketch is of course in mirror of the Modello which 

caused everything in the Modello image to go from left to right and right to left.   

https://www.sothebys.com/en/buy/auction/2019/master-paintings-evening-sale/sir-peter-paul-rubens-the-last-supper-en-grisaille
https://www.sothebys.com/en/buy/auction/2019/master-paintings-evening-sale/sir-peter-paul-rubens-the-last-supper-en-grisaille
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Jesus’ right hand raised above the bread in the Modello should have become his left 

hand after being reversed as Layer One yet his right hand is also raised in the Grisaille.   

 

Right hand still raised 

 

The author listed the results of the nine items in the Grisaille: 

1. Jesus raising his right hand. 

2. The young apostle Peter sits on Jesus’ right side. 

3. There are two candles on the table. 

4. The bare arm is resting on the adjacent Apostle. 

5. There are 1 ½ wine jugs. 

6. The curtain is high above the group. 

7. There is no plate on the table in front of the challis. 

8. There are two candles beside the book. 

9. The right hand of the Apostle to the right of Judas rests on the table. 

The results were entered into the Comparison Analysis Table along with the 

Modello results. 
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Of utmost importance is the exact alignment between the two images being 

compared, a topic that has been discussed in other works by many scholars with varying 

opinions.  One such scholar was David Hockney, English painter, who described the 

precision of duplication “to be beyond human ability.”   

The Hockney–Falco thesis is a theory of art history, advanced by Hockney and 

physicist Charles M. Falco with both claiming that advances in realism and accuracy in the 

history of Western art since the Renaissance were primarily the result of optical 

instruments such as the camera obscura, camera lucida, and curved mirrors rather than 

solely due to the development of artistic techniques and skills. 

In his 2001 book, Secret Knowledge: Rediscovering the Lost Techniques of the Old 

Masters, Hockney analyzed the work of the Old Masters and argued that the level of 

accuracy represented in their work is impossible to create by “eyeballing it.”   

 

 

Grisaille

Comparison Analysis Table
As viewed Modello Grisaille

(reversed)

Jesus Raised hand L R

Bare Arm Y Y

Candles on table 0 2

1 1/2 Jugs of wine Y Y

Peter R R

Curtain H H

Plate on table N N

Hand on table R R

Candles beside Book 2 2

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Artist
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An example of a Rubens’ Last Supper scene being painted by a third party without 

the use of a camera obscura during the age of the Old Masters is a piece by a follower of 

Pierre Subleyras (1699–1749) a painter active during the late-Baroque and early-

Neoclassic period, mainly in Italy.  The example shown here was a painting done in near 

perfect duplication of Rubens’ Last Supper Modello except for the fact none of the elements 

of composition line up as they do with the type of precision between the Modello and the 

Grisaille.  Hockney would have categorized this painting as created by “eyeballing it.”   

   

  Follower of Subleyras    Subleyras 50% over Rubens Modello  

 

Based on the fact the Italian-Subleyras painting is oriented identical to the Rubens 

Modello, the author submits it was painted by eye from the Italian-Condulmer Large Work 

of Art.   

https://www.christies.com/lot/lot-follower-of-pierre-subleyras-the-last-supper-

4080490/?from=searchresults&intObjectID=4080490 

https://www.christies.com/lot/lot-follower-of-pierre-subleyras-the-last-supper-4080490/?from=searchresults&intObjectID=4080490
https://www.christies.com/lot/lot-follower-of-pierre-subleyras-the-last-supper-4080490/?from=searchresults&intObjectID=4080490
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Since the publication of Secret Knowledge Hockney and Falco have produced a 

number of publications on positive evidence of the use of optical aids, and the historical 

plausibility of such methods. 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Hockney%E2%80%93Falco_thesis 

 

As shown by Hockney, rather than rely on pure artistic skills to recreate an image 

in total perfection the method of duplicating images becomes much more simple by 

projecting an image onto a canvas or wooden panel by means of the camera obscura.  That 

process begins with a box, tent, or room with a small hole pierced in one side.  Light from 

an external image passes through the hole and strikes a surface on the opposite side where 

the image is reproduced inverted upside-down and reversed but with color and perspective 

preserved.  Painting over an image projected onto a blank canvas results in a near perfect 

reproduction of the original albeit in mirror image.  The earliest written record of the 

process is found in a Chinese text dated to the 4th century BCE.  Italian polymath Leonardo 

da Vinci (1452–1519) after an extensive study of optics and human vision wrote the oldest 

known clear description of the camera obscura in a notebook in 1502, later published in the 

collection Codex Atlanticus.  Da Vinci was clearly interested in the camera obscura 

evidenced by the fact over the years he drew 270 illustrations of the camera obscura effect 

in his notebooks.  

“Officer and Laughing Girl” was painted by Dutch artist Johannes Vermeer between 

1655 and 1660.  It was painted in oil on canvas, typical of most Dutch artists of the time 

and based on the perspective between the two characters art historians are in consensus 

Vermeer used a camera obscura to help in creating the painting.  

 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Hockney%E2%80%93Falco_thesis
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Knowledge-Rediscovering-Techniques-Masters/dp/0670030260/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1YXB876UR71T9&dchild=1&keywords=secret+knowledge+david+hockney&qid=1621769066&sprefix=secret+knowledge%2Caps%2C183&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Knowledge-Rediscovering-Techniques-Masters/dp/0670030260/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1YXB876UR71T9&dchild=1&keywords=secret+knowledge+david+hockney&qid=1621769066&sprefix=secret+knowledge%2Caps%2C183&sr=8-2
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Officer and Laughing Girl, Vermeer 

 

   

 

If the camera obscura had been in use by the time of da Vinci and continued to be 

used by the Dutch Masters of the mid-17th century, the question should not be “Did Rubens 

and his assistants utilize a camera obscura?” but instead the question should be “Why 

would Rubens not have his assistants utilize a camera obscura?”  It has been shown that 

Rubens was a savvy businessman and having either himself or his assistants use such a 

device would have made the task of copying composition and details from one painting 

media to another with extreme precision and exactness not only far more effective time-

wise but also far more economical in terms of labor cost. 

Using such a device to cast the image from the Modello onto a large panel would 

have caused the image to be projected in mirror of the Modello, opposite of what Rubens 

had shown the Condulmer family for commission approval.  Therefore, the author submits 

Rubens would have quickly and easily used a camera obscura to create an intermediate 

image which would have been in mirror of the Modello, as an “in between image.”  Such 

image is now known as the Grisaille Sketch.  Rubens only needed to add the two candles 
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and change the orientation of the raised hand in the Grisaille while casting the image of the 

Grisaille onto a wooden panel.  The cast image would appear in reverse of the Grisaille and 

the final Large Work of Art would be oriented the same as what Condulmer had approved. 

 

 

 

Modello 

 

 

Shown to 

Condulmer 

Grisaille 

(Intermediate) 

 

Copied in reverse 

From Modello 

Condulmer 

(missing) 

 

Copied in reverse 

From Intermediate 

 

 

As is also commonly known Rubens hired engravers to craft copper plates which 

were used to copy his completed images onto paper prints.  The author submits Rubens 

would not have allowed his engravers to engrave directly from a sketch or modello simply 

because both of those items lacked the level of detail he was known to paint.  Wieseman 

showed that Rubens’ sketches lacked sufficient detail as to allow engraving.  Only by 

allowing his engravers to use the Large Works of Art while the paintings were still in his 

shop could the engravers have captured the fine detail with sufficient accuracy to reproduce 

on copper what he and his assistants had painted by hand.  The author submits the engravers 

also used camera obscuras to engrave the images onto the plates. 

Such an engraving process would have been employed after Rubens finished the 

Last Supper Large Work of Art for the Condulmer family.  Once the commissioned piece 

was completed, Rubens would have hired a craftsman to create an engraving exactly 

identical to what he and his assistants had painted on a large panel.  Due to the camera 
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obscura effect the Plate would have been reversed from the Condulmer and the Print 

reversed from the Plate.  The Print would thus end up oriented the same as the Modello. 

 

 

Modello 

 

 

Shown to 

Condulmer 

Grisaille 

(intermediate) 

 

Copied in Reverse 

From Modello 

Condulmer 

(missing) 

 

Copied in Reverse 

From Intermediate 

Plate 

(missing) 

 

Engraved in 

Reverse 

From Condulmer 

Print 

 

 

Printed in 

Reverse 

From plate 
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Bolswert 

A print produced from the printing process described above is now housed in the 

Victoria & Albert Museum, South Kensington, London.  The image was printed in 1632-

1633 by Boetius à Bolswert and is known as the Bolswert Print.  An overlooked fact is that 

while the Bolswert Print is dated to that timeframe it does not mean the Plate from which 

it came was engraved during that period.  However, by the engraved printing process we 

know there had to have been a plate made before the print even if there is no recorded 

history of the creation of the Bolswert Plate itself.  As the evidence will show, the author 

submits Bolswert projected the Condulmer image onto a Plate sometime before 1628 which 

he then engraved to make prints from.   

For comparison against the Last Supper Modello the Bolswert Print was placed in 

a Photoshop worksheet with the Modello inserted as Layer One and the Bolswert inserted 

as Layer Two with the transparency set at 50%.  Layer Two was observed at near perfect 

alignment in every element of the composition with Layer One to the point it is extremely 

difficult to differentiate between the two images other than colorization with the scene, 

including the foreground and background items.  Unlike the Subleyras copy, the two 

Bolswert and Modello images were in astonishingly near perfect alignment in every item 

of composition.   
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Layer Two- Bolswert   Layer Two -Bolswert 50% over Modello 

https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1156264/the-last-supper-print-bolswert-boetius-

adams/ 

 

In the Bolswert image: 

1. The right hand of Jesus is raised over the bread.   

2. The bare arm of the Apostle is resting on the shoulder of the adjacent Apostle. 

3. There are two candles on the Bolswert table.   

4. The Bolswert image has 1 ½ jugs of wine. 

5. Peter is sitting to the right of Jesus.   

6. The ceiling curtain is high above the group. 

7. There are no plates on the table.   

8. The Apostle sitting beside Judas has his right hand on the table. 

9. There are 2 candles beside the book on the mantle. 

https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1156264/the-last-supper-print-bolswert-boetius-adams/
https://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1156264/the-last-supper-print-bolswert-boetius-adams/
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The only differences between the two images are the two candles on the table in the 

Bolswert which are not present in the Modello.  The possibility was considered that the 

candles had been in the Modello but had been overpainted during one of the previous 

restorations.  In order to clarify that point the Parma x-rays were examined and no trace of 

candles appear. 

   

Candle in Bolswert  No candle in Modello   No candle in X-Ray 

 

 

The conclusion was the candles were never painted in the Modello and learned 

scholars have discussed the candles in their reviews of other Last Supper works of art.  It is 

not the author’s intent to inject personal opinions or make subjective calls on the images of 

the candles but it is obvious from the Comparison they were added to the source of the 

Bolswert Plate after the Modello was painted. 

The differences in the items being compared between the Last Supper Modello and 

the Bolswert Print were added to the Comparison Analysis Table. 
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In comparing the remarkable similarities between the Modello and the Bolswert 

engraving it is clear there is a common link between the two with subsequent possibilities: 

• The Last Supper Modello was painted using the Bolswert Print as a guide. 

• The Bolswert Print was made using the Last Supper Modello as a guide. 

• Both the Last Supper Modello and the Bolswert Print share their likenesses 

with a third source, the intermediate painted from the Modello. 

To the casual viewer the striking similarities between the Modello and the Bolswert 

Print would raise the possibility the Modello was simply painted from the print with no 

correlation with the Grisaille intermediate.  However, there are major obstacles in that line 

of thought which refute that idea. 

First, if the Modello was copied from the Bolswert print simply by eyesight without 

the use of a camera obscura, according to the Hockney–Falco thesis and shown by the 

Subleyras painting, it would have been impossible for the artist(s) to have achieved the 

Bolswert

Comparison Analysis Table
As viewed Modello Bolswert

Jesus Raised hand R R

Bare Arm Y Y

Candles on table 0 2

1 1/2 Jugs of wine Y Y

Peter L L

Curtain H H

Plate on table N N

Hand on table L L

Candles beside Book 2 2
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level of perfection in composition duplication shown by the transparency overlay in the 

Comparison Analysis. 

Secondly, if a camera obscura was used to copy the Bolswert Print onto a canvass 

the Modello would have been painted in reverse of the print.  Therefore, the Comparison 

Analysis establishes the connection between the two images as being the intermediate 

Grisaille Sketch and the Condulmer Large Work of Art. 
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Tapestry 

The next image compared to the Modello was the Last Supper Tapestry now located 

in the Diocesan Museum in Anacona, Italy.  That facility houses four Flemish tapestries of 

the Eucharistic Series woven for Queen Isabella at the beginning of the 17th century.  

Isabella commissioned the weavings as a gift for the convent of the Convent of Las 

Descalzas Reales royal monastery situated in Madrid, Spain. 

(Peter Paul Rubens and the Archdukes of South Flanders… Paolini, pg 24)  

 

 
Last Supper Tapestry- Anacona 

 

http://www.museodiocesanoancona.it/pls/ancona/v3_s2ew_consultazione.mostra_pagina?id_pagina=2

2840 

 

In creating the tapestries Rubens followed the usual practice of first producing 

modelli (modellos) to show his patron and then full-scale painted “cartoons” for use by the 

weavers.  Traditionally cartoons were drawings in watercolor on paper and in the 15th 

century they were called “patroon” (Dutch meaning pattern) which gradually changed in 

the next century to “carton” and by the 17th century to cartoon.  Rubens painted his cartoons 

in oil on canvas rather than in the traditional medium of watercolor on paper.  After approval 

http://www.museodiocesanoancona.it/pls/ancona/v3_s2ew_consultazione.mostra_pagina?id_pagina=22840
http://www.museodiocesanoancona.it/pls/ancona/v3_s2ew_consultazione.mostra_pagina?id_pagina=22840
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of the modelli the designs were enlarged in the cartoon to the actual size of the tapestries to 

be woven.    

The design on the cartoon would then be woven at the same size and reversed 

(mirror-image) in the final tapestry resulting in the Tapestry being oriented to the original 

design of the modello.  Historians have found it difficult to explain how these cartoons 

were used by the weavers.   

http://ringlingdocents.org/rubens/bozzetti-to-tapestries.htm 

 

The author submits there is no reason for the cartoons to have been in reverse of the 

tapestries except to use a camera obscura and project the cartoons onto the loom for weaving 

which would result in the final weaving being oriented identical to the modelli shown to 

the patron commissioning the tapestries.  

Queen Isabella (Infanta Isabella, 1566-1633) was placed on the throne of England 

after the Spanish Armada conquered the realm in 1588.  Isabella married Archduke Albert 

VII in 1599 and their joint rule as the sovereign regents of the Spanish Netherlands began 

in 1601.  The tapestries were commissioned by Isabella in 1625 and Court documents show 

that weaver Jacob Geubels was working on them in December 1627.  Six months later, in 

May 1628, Isabella’s chaplain wrote in a letter that “Rubens is occupied with the paintings 

for the Arch Duchess and expects to finish them before the autumn”.  Therefore, the scene 

for Last Supper Modello had originated sometime prior to late 1627 in order for Rubens to 

have used it in creating the cartoon for the Tapestry.  The author submits the cartoons were 

created by the hands of van den Hoecke with Rubens’ oversight and sent to weaver Jacob 

Geubels.  In July 1628, all the tapestries were completely finished and were shipped to 

Spain. On the 14th of that month Isabella’s chaplain wrote in a letter: “Her Royal Highness 

dispatched, two days ago, two carts which she is sending into Spain, loaded with tapestries, 

canvas, geographical charts and some paintings. 

http://ringlingdocents.org/rubens/bozzetti-to-tapestries.htm 

http://ringlingdocents.org/rubens/bozzetti-to-tapestries.htm
http://ringlingdocents.org/rubens/bozzetti-to-tapestries.htm
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Anacona Tapestry                        Layer Two- Tapestry 50% over Modello 

 

 

In the Comparison between the Modello and Tapestry the only items of composition 

in difference were again the two candles as was found in the Bolswert Comparison. 
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Based on the Comparison Analysis of both the Grisaille and Bolwert images the 

author submits Rubens also used the Grisaille sketch to show to Infanta Isabella to gain 

approval for the creation of the cartoon.  By using a camera obscura Rubens and/or his 

assistants (van den Hoecke) only had to enlarge and copy the Grisaille onto a larger canvass 

to create the cartoon which would have been in mirror of both the Condulmer and the 

Grisaille.  The author further submits Geubels used a camera obscura to project the cartoon 

onto a loom for weaving.  The cartoon would then be in reverse of the Tapestry and the 

Tapestry would be oriented identical to the Grisaille Isabella had seen.  

Thus, the Grisaille was used in both the production of the Condulmer and the 

Tapestry, predating the Condulmer Large Work of Art, Bolswert Print and Anacona 

Tapestry with the Modello predating the Grisaille. 

The author acknowledges it is uncertain if the Bolswert print (via the Condulmer 

painting) predated the Anacona Tapestry or vice-versa.  In either case the use of the 

Grisaille in creating both images firmly establishes the Last Supper Modello as being 

painted no later than 1627. 

Tapestry

Comparison Analysis Table
As viewed Modello Tapestry

(reversed)

Jesus Raised hand L R

Bare Arm Y Y

Candles on table 0 2

1 1/2 Jugs of wine Y Y

Peter R R

Curtain H H

Plate on table N N

Hand on table R R

Candles beside Book 2 2
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Modello 

(shown to 

Condulmer) 

 

Grisaille 

 

 

Copied in reverse 

From Modello 

Condulmer 

(missing) 

 

Copied in reverse 

From Grisaille 

Bolswert Plate 

(missing) 

 

Engraved  

in reverse 

From 

Condulmer 

Bolswert Print 

 

 

Printed  

in reverse 

Of Plate 

     

 

 

Grisaille 

(shown to Isabella) 

 

Reversed 

from Modello 

Cartoon 

(missing) 

 

Painted in 

reverse from 

Grisaille 

Tapestry 

 

 

Woven  

In reverse From 

Cartoon 
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Pushkin 

The next comparison was between the Pushkin sketch housed in the Pushkin 

Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow and the Last Supper Modello.   

 

   

Pushkin Sketch                 Layer Two- Pushkin 50% over Modello 

https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/the-last-supper-c1630-1627-rubens-pieter-
paul-found-in-the-news-photo/464430375 

 

As can be seen in the photo above the author found it nearly impossible to achieve 

the level of alignment between the Pushkin Sketch and the Last Supper Modello found with 

all previous comparisons.  However, the characters and architecture were in much better 

alignment than with the Subleyras copy.  Based on those facts the author submits the 

Pushkin Sketch was used only as a rough guide to duplicate the Modello image.  The 

author further submits the Pushkin Sketch is a prime example of: 

• Rubens or his assistant(s)’ use of a camera obscura to lay in an outline of the 

composition to be duplicated. 

https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/the-last-supper-c1630-1631-rubens-pieter-paul-found-in-the-news-photo/464430375
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/the-last-supper-c1630-1631-rubens-pieter-paul-found-in-the-news-photo/464430375
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• His assistants filling in a rough draft. 

• Rubens applying the final details. 

The author submits that for whatever reason he may have had Rubens did not apply 

the final details for the Pushkin sketch but used the painting for the most part as it came 

from the hands of an assistant(s) for whatever purpose it was intended.  It is outside the 

scope of this work to discuss the painterly skills, or lack thereof, of the Pushkin image.  

However, it suffices to say even the most casual viewer can discern the items of 

composition in the Pushkin were physically identical but not painted in the same manner or 

quality as the Modello.  

It should be noted: 

1. Jesus was raising his right hand in the Pushkin but his left in the flipped Modello is 

due to reversing the Modello for comparison. 

2. The elevated bare arm resting on the shoulder of the adjacent arm in the Modello 

was changed in the Pushkin to have the elbow (hence the entire forearm) lowered.   

3. There are two candles on the table on the Pushkin compared to none on the Modello. 

4. The Pushkin only shows one jug of wine whereas the Modello shows two.  The 

author submits the missing half-jug was not the result of omission in painting but 

instead merely the result of the Pushkin having been cropped by the distance from 

the middle of the first jug to the right edge of the painting.  As further evidence of 

cropping, the face of the Apostle on the far left is only partially shown, something 

Rubens would never have allowed.  Therefore, the author submits the Pushkin 

originally had 1 ½ jugs of wine and lists 1 ½ in the Comparison Analysis Table and 

that the sections of the canvas showing the wine jugs and the leftmost Apostle were 

deleted when the entire painting was cut down in width after it was painted.  The 

author submits the compositions of the original Pushkin sketch were identical to 

other Rubens’ renditions albeit painted differently.  
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5. Apostle Peter is to the left of Jesus in the Pushkin and on the right in the Modello, 

again the result of reversing the Modello image for comparison. 

6. The ceiling curtain is lowered in the Pushkin.   

7. There is a plate exclusively on the table in front of the challis and not on any other 

rendition of Rubens’ Last Supper.  The author submits the plate originated in a 

painting for an altarpiece at Our Lady’s Cathedral of Antwerp in 1592 by painter 

Otto van Veen who a few years later would become Rubens’s most important 

master.  Van Veen painted the Last Supper in a scene common to what Rubens 

painted as the Modello years later and a plate in front of the challis is clearly seen.  

The author was unable to establish a definite link between the Van Veen and 

Pushkin nor offer an explanation other than to say whoever put the plate in the 

Pushkin was most certainly influenced by the Van Veen painting. 

8. The right hand of the kneeling Apostle is not in the scene.  

9. There is only one candle beside the Bible but once again the author submits it was 

the result of the painting being cropped. 
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Antwerp Cathedral- The Last Supper  Pushkin Sketch 

Otto van Veen, 1592 

 

https://www.topa.be/en/antwerp/kerken-in-antwerpen/olv-

kathedraal/syllabus/venerabelkapel/#:~:text=Antwerp%20cathedral%20-

%20The%20Last%20Supper%2C%20Otto%20van,chapel%20where%20the%20Blessed

%20Sacrament%20is%20being%20venerated. 

    

 

 

https://www.topa.be/en/antwerp/kerken-in-antwerpen/olv-kathedraal/syllabus/venerabelkapel/#:~:text=Antwerp%20cathedral%20-%20The%20Last%20Supper%2C%20Otto%20van,chapel%20where%20the%20Blessed%20Sacrament%20is%20being%20venerated.
https://www.topa.be/en/antwerp/kerken-in-antwerpen/olv-kathedraal/syllabus/venerabelkapel/#:~:text=Antwerp%20cathedral%20-%20The%20Last%20Supper%2C%20Otto%20van,chapel%20where%20the%20Blessed%20Sacrament%20is%20being%20venerated.
https://www.topa.be/en/antwerp/kerken-in-antwerpen/olv-kathedraal/syllabus/venerabelkapel/#:~:text=Antwerp%20cathedral%20-%20The%20Last%20Supper%2C%20Otto%20van,chapel%20where%20the%20Blessed%20Sacrament%20is%20being%20venerated.
https://www.topa.be/en/antwerp/kerken-in-antwerpen/olv-kathedraal/syllabus/venerabelkapel/#:~:text=Antwerp%20cathedral%20-%20The%20Last%20Supper%2C%20Otto%20van,chapel%20where%20the%20Blessed%20Sacrament%20is%20being%20venerated.
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Pushkin

Comparison Analysis Table
As viewed Modello Pushkin

(reversed)

Jesus Raised hand L R

Bare Arm Y N

Candles on table 0 2

1 1/2 Jugs of wine Y y

Peter R L

Curtain H L

Plate on table N Y

Hand on table R N

Candles beside Book 2 2
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Brera 

 

     

7 Brera Painting                 Layer Two- Brera 50% over Modello 

https://pinacotecabrera.org/en/collezione-online/opere/last-supper/ 
 

According to the official website of the Pinacotebrera.org this Rubens piece was 

one of the five Flemish paintings sent to Brera in 1813 in exchange for several works taken 

from Milan by Napoleon, and comes from the chapel of the Santissimo Sacramento in the 

church of St. Romuald at Malines.  It was commissioned between 1631 and 1632 by 

Catherine Lescuyer to commemorate the death of her father.  

The items of composition of the Brera were noted: 

 

1. Jesus was raising his right hand. 

2. The elevated bare arm resting on the shoulder of the adjacent Apostle (hence the 

entire forearm) lowered. 

3. There are two candles on the table. 

https://pinacotecabrera.org/en/collezione-online/opere/last-supper/
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4. There is 1 1/2 jugs of wine.  

5. Apostle Peter is to the left of Jesus. 

6. The ceiling curtain is lowered.   

7. There is not a plate on the table in front of the challis. 

8. The right hand of the kneeling Apostle is not in the scene.  

9. There are two candles beside the Bible. 

 

 

 

Had Rubens shown the Modello to Lescuyer and painted it for her he would have 

violated his rule of not painting the same image twice as he had already painted the Modello 

straight into a copy as the Grisaille and then into the Condulmer painting and Queen 

Isabell’s tapestry.  Therefore, the author submits he quickly came up with the Pushkin 

Sketch to show Lescuyer but used the Modello as a guide to paint the Large Work of Art 

from.  

In keeping with his practice of creating prints from his work the author submits 

Rubens would have had his engravers create a plate from the Brera painting while it was 

still in his shop.  Again due to the camera obscura affect the Brera Plate would have been 

Brera

Comparison Analysis Table
As viewed Modello Brera

(reversed)

Jesus Raised hand L R

Bare Arm Y N 

Candles on table 0 1

1 1/2 Jugs of wine Y Y

Peter R L

Curtain H L

Plate on table N N

Hand on table R N

Candles beside Book 2 2
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reversed from the Brera Painting and the Brera Print reversed from the Brera Plate.  Neither 

the Plate nor Print have been found. 

 

   

Pushkin 

 

 

Shown to 

Lescuyer 

Modello 

 

 

Used for 

painting 

the Brera 

   Brera Painting 

1631-1632 

 

Reversed 

From Modello 

Brera Plate 

(missing) 

 

Reversed 

From Brera 

painting 

Brera Print 

(missing) 

 

Reversed 

From Brera 

plate 
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Summary of Comparison Analysis 

 

 

 

From the similarities in composition between the six Last Supper images three sets 

of commonalities emerged: 

Modello- Grisaille-Tapestry 

Modello- Grisaille-Bolswert 

Modello-Pushkin-Brera 

 

It has been shown in the Comparison Analysis that in every Last Supper rendition 

previously known to historians, the Last Supper Modello was used either as a guide to paint 

other works by or in the case of the Grisaille Sketch was used as a guide to paint the Grisaille 

itself.  It was determined the Modello  was created no later than 1627, the Grisaille between 

1627-1628, the cartoon for the Tapestry also between 1627-1628, the Condulmer painting 

between 1629-1630, the Brera painting between 1631-1632 and the Boswert Print between 

1632-1633. 

Comparison Analysis Table
As viewed Modello Grisaille Bolswert Tapestry Pushkin Brera

Jesus Raised hand R R R R R R

Bare Arm Y Y Y Y N N 

Candles on table 0 2 2 2 2 1

1 1/2 Jugs of wine Y Y Y Y Y Y

Peter L R L R L L

Curtain H H H H L L

Plate on table N N N N Y N

Hand on table Y Y Y Y N N

Candles beside Book 2 2 2 2 1 2
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Modello/Sketch Modello Large Work of Art Plate Print 

Last Supper 

1627 

 

Grisaille 

1627-1628 

(shown to Isabella) 

(used as a guide) 

Cartoon (missing) 

1627-1628 

Tapestry 

1628 

 

    

 

     

Last Supper 

(Shown to 

Condulmer) 

Grisaille 

Used as a guide 

Condulmer 

(missing) 

1629-1630 

Bolswert 

(missing) 

Bolswert 

1632-1633 

    
 

       

Pushkin 

(shown to patron) 

Last Supper 

(used as a guide) 

Brera 

1631-1632 

Plate 

(missing) 

Print 

(missing) 
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SECTION 14 

 Conclusion for Authenticity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evidence shows the Last Supper Modello was painted by the hands of Peter 

Paul Rubens with one or more assistants sometime between 1615 and 1627.  Carbon 14 

dating places its origination sometime between 1615 and 1705. 

The hand-woven canvas was first tacked to a wooden panel in accordance with the 

practice of Rubens. 

The paints found on the canvas by Pigment Analysis are identical to those 

commonly found on Rubens’ palette.  The gray clay over red preparation gesso is typical of 

Rubens’ sketch pad and the ground chalk is pigmented gray, typical of Rubens technique.  

The coat of arms on the reverse side of the painting links Rubens to the Condulmer 

family who requested the painting.   

A lot of elements of the Last Supper Modello were rendered like Rubens’ sketches 

of the Bear Hunt and Three Nymphs With A Cornucopia. 

  Comparison Analysis shows the Modello was the primary guide in Rubens’ 

painting of the Grisaille and Pushkin sketches, the Anacona Tapestry and the Brera 

Painting.  The Comparison Analysis also shows the Bolswert Print was made from the 

Condulmer Large Work of Art which had been painted from the Grisaille Sketch.  
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Common to many of Rubens sketches and modellos the Last Supper Modello was 

not listed in his estate upon his passing and became lost in time until it resurfaced around 

1750, evidenced by Carbon 14 testing.  At that time the canvas was removed from its 

original wooden panel and mounted to the stretchers it is currently attached to and a 

restoration was performed as shown by a tan ground which can be seen through the original 

canvas tack holes. 

After the first restoration the Modello was lost in time again until it resurfaced in 

the Haro Shop in Paris for a second restoration.  That arrival around 1824 is confirmed by 

the Haro Shop sticker on the back of the stretchers and verified by Carbon 14 dating.  The 

restoration at the Haro Shop is further confirmed by the application of a blue ground over 

the previous tan ground as well as the stretchers showing what would become the second 

set of tack holes placed closely together.  Prussian Blue was added to the folds of Judas’ 

robe in the manner of Delacroix. 

After it left the Haro Shop the Last Supper Modello was once more lost in time until 

resurfacing in the early 1900’s as evidenced by Carbon 14 testing.  A third restoration was 

performed which resulted in the third and final set of closely positioned tack holes.  White 

gesso was applied over the blue ground used previously in the Haro Shop.  During that third 

restoration the hand of Jesus was deliberately disfigured in order to avoid confiscation by 

the Nazi Weltanschauung.  Infrared and ultraviolet photos evidence that painting. 

The totality of the evidence establishes the painting to be an original Peter Paul 

Rubens Modello. 
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APPENDIX  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  23.64  4.82  33.99  

O  K series  47.67  3.55  51.45  

Si  K series  18.60  1.72  11.43  

Fe  K series  10.10  2.56  3.12  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
Concentration values less than 1.0 wt% should be interpreted as detected at trace level 
only, as the accuracy has not been fully evaluated using appropriate standard reference 
materials.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2A 
SEM-EDS spectrum of Sample 1, red brown ground, Spectrum 1 

  

 Sample 1 

1: red-brown  
  

11/30/2020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  27.64  0.19  39.69  

O  K series  45.36  0.20  48.90  

Mg  K series  0.23  0.03  0.16  

Al  K series  1.21  0.03  0.77  

Si  K series  1.39  0.03  0.85  

S  K series  0.07  0.02  0.04  

Ca  K series  19.75  0.11  8.50  

Mn  K series  0.23  0.05  0.07  

Fe  K series  2.95  0.09  0.91  

Pb  M series  1.18  0.11  0.10  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 

 
  

Figure 2B 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 1, red brown, Spectrum 2 

 Sample 1 

1: red-brown  
  

11/30/2020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  34.36  0.19  55.32  

O  K series  28.35  0.19  34.27  

Al  K series  0.11  0.02  0.08  

Si  K series  0.18  0.02  0.12  

Ca  K series  17.35  0.11  8.37  

Pb  M series  19.65  0.20  1.83  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 
.  
 
 

Figure 3 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 2, blue grey, Spectrum 3 

  

 Sample 2 
2 :blue grey  
  

11/30/2020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  24.90  0.22  65.42  

O  K series  12.42  0.14  24.50  

Ca  K series  0.50  0.05  0.40  

Fe  K series  0.51  0.10  0.29  

Pb  M series  61.67  0.24  9.39  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 3, white, Spectrum 5 

  

 Sample 3 

#3 White 
  

11/30/3020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  47.28  0.38  64.44  

O  K series  25.09  0.28  25.67  

Na  K series  2.13  0.06  1.51  

Mg  K series  0.51  0.04  0.35  

Al  K series  3.10  0.06  1.88  

Si  K series  6.20  0.09  3.61  

Cl  K series  0.14  0.04  0.07  

K  K series  1.42  0.06  0.59  

Ca  K series  2.29  0.07  0.93  

Pb  M series  11.83  0.30  0.93  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
.  

 
  

 
Figure 5A 

SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 4, blue, Spectrum 14 

  Sample 4 

#4 blue robe 

  

11/30/3020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  43.08  0.36  64.51  

O  K series  24.03  0.26  27.01  

Na  K series  1.92  0.06  1.50  

Mg  K series  0.29  0.04  0.21  

Al  K series  2.31  0.05  1.54  

Si  K series  3.82  0.07  2.45  

K  K series  0.72  0.05  0.33  

Ca  K series  1.02  0.06  0.46  

Pb  M series  22.81  0.32  1.98  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 
 
 

Figure 5B 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 4, blue, Spectrum 15 

  

 Sample 4 

#4 Blue robe  
  

12/15/2020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  42.81  0.20  70.81  

O  K series  18.62  0.13  23.13  

Na  K series  0.44  0.03  0.38  

Mg  K series  0.11  0.02  0.09  

Al  K series  1.30  0.03  0.96  

Si  K series  1.09  0.03  0.77  

K  K series  0.43  0.03  0.22  

Ca  K series  0.35  0.03  0.18  

Fe  K series  0.47  0.07  0.17  

Pb  M series  34.37  0.19  3.30  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 

Figure 6A 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 5, blue green, Spectrum 20 

  

  Sample 5 

#5  blue green  
  

12/15/2020  
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 Sample 5 

#5  blue green  
  

12/15/2020  
  

Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  38.20  0.18  57.88  

O  K series  25.94  0.13  29.51  

Na  K series  1.51  0.03  1.19  

Mg  K series  0.59  0.02  0.44  

Al  K series  3.50  0.03  2.36  

Si  K series  7.84  0.04  5.08  

K  K series  2.65  0.03  1.23  

Ca  K series  1.42  0.03  0.64  

Fe  K series  0.18  0.05  0.06  

Pb  M series  18.17  0.15  1.60  

Total:    100.00    100.00  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  38.34  1.14  49.66  

O  K series  45.23  1.18  43.97  

Al  K series  1.54  0.40  0.89  

Si  K series  2.35  0.37  1.30  

Ca  K series  6.27  0.50  2.44  

Fe  K series  6.27  0.94  1.75  

Total:    100.00    100.00  
  
Concentration values less than 1.0 wt% should be interpreted as detected at trace level 
only, as the accuracy has not been fully evaluated using appropriate standard reference 
materials.  
 
 

Figure 8A 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 5, black, Spectrum 10 

  

 Sample 5 

#5 black 
  

11/30/3020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  36.90  0.28  57.59  

O  K series  25.20  0.20  29.53  

Na  K series  0.61  0.04  0.50  

Al  K series  0.96  0.03  0.67  

Si  K series  2.56  0.04  1.71  

P  K series  0.30  0.03  0.18  

S  K series  0.42  0.04  0.25  

Cl  K series  0.31  0.03  0.16  

K  K series  0.80  0.04  0.38  

Ca  K series  1.65  0.05  0.77  

Ti  K series  0.29  0.05  0.11  

Mn  K series  2.01  0.09  0.69  

Fe  K series  16.31  0.18  5.48  

Cu  L series  4.53  0.12  1.34  

Pb  M series  7.15  0.20  0.65  

Total:    100.00    100.00  
  

Figure 8B 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 5, black, Spectrum 11 

  

 Sample 5 
5: black  
  

11/30/2020  
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 Sample 6 

#6: rust brown 

 

11/30/2020 

 

 

  
Element Line Type Wt% Wt% Sigma Ato

mic 
% 

C K series 30.82 1.18 44.6
6 

O K series 44.06 1.37 47.9
3 

Ca K series 12.69 0.65 5.51 

Fe K series 3.74 0.88 1.17 

Pb M series 8.69 1.64 0.73 

Total:  100.00  100.
00 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 6, rust  brown, Spectrum 13 
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  44.71  0.32  63.48  

O  K series  25.21  0.25  26.87  

Al  K series  1.83  0.04  1.16  

Si  K series  1.56  0.04  0.94  

P  K series  1.50  0.04  0.83  

S  K series  0.57  0.06  0.31  

Cl  K series  0.35  0.04  0.17  

K  K series  0.48  0.05  0.21  

Ca  K series  9.73  0.11  4.14  

Fe  K series  2.85  0.12  0.87  

Sn  L series  1.77  0.16  0.25  

Pb  M series  9.44  0.24  0.78  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 
 

Figure 9 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 7, dark brown, Spectrum 13 

  
  

 Sample 7 

#7- dark brown robe 
  

11/30/3020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  42.42  0.25  73.73  

O  K series  14.62  0.14  19.07  

Al  K series  2.07  0.03  1.60  

S  K series  2.02  0.07  1.31  

K  K series  0.14  0.03  0.08  

Ca  K series  0.62  0.04  0.32  

Hg  M series  13.60  0.20  1.42  

Pb  M series  24.51  0.24  2.47  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 

Figure 10A 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 8, red, Spectrum 14 

  

 Sample 8 

#8  red 
  

11/30/3020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  34.92  0.33  74.64  

O  K series  8.15  0.15  13.08  

Al  K series  0.87  0.04  0.83  

S  K series  6.01  0.12  4.81  

Ca  K series  0.27  0.05  0.17  

Fe  K series  0.42  0.10  0.19  

Hg  M series  38.81  0.34  4.97  

Pb  M series  10.55  0.36  1.31  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 
 
 

Figure 10B 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 8, red, Spectrum 15 

  

 

#8: red  
  

11/30/2020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  25.61  0.22  61.54  

O  K series  15.59  0.16  28.12  

Ca  K series  3.69  0.07  2.66  

Pb  M series  55.11  0.25  7.68  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11 
SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 9, dull green, Spectrum 16 

  

  Sample 9 

#9- dull green 
  

11/30/3020  
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Element  Line Type  Wt%  Wt% Sigma  Atomic %  

C  K series  39.95  0.28  62.88  

O  K series  24.32  0.22  28.74  

Al  K series  0.72  0.03  0.50  

Si  K series  6.36  0.07  4.28  

Ca  K series  1.54  0.06  0.73  

Fe  K series  1.20  0.11  0.41  

Sn  L series  1.47  0.13  0.23  

Pb  M series  24.44  0.26  2.23  

Total:    100.00    100.00  

  
 

 
Figure 12 

SEM/EDS spectrum of Sample 10, yellow, Spectrum 17 

 

  

  Sample 10 

10: yellow  
  

11/30/2020  
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Full report of Isabelle Isabella Checchi 

Transcription of your file - [XXXXX] highlights non-readable parts of the 

text 

 

[XXXXX] 

Rue du Colombier, N. [XXXXX] 

HARO 

MARCHAND DE COULEURS, RESTAURATEUR DE TABLEAUX 

[XXXXX] Élève de M. Re[XXXXX] ce qui concerne les objets utiles à la 

Peinture à l’huile. Toiles [XXXXX] 

[XXXXX], Taffetas, Toiles absorbantes et demi-absorbantes de 

l’invention de M. R. [XXXXX] 

Miniature, le Dessin [XXXXX] et le Pastel ; Papiers de toutes qualités, 

Crayons de toutes espèces  

Bordures dorées de toutes mesures; cartonne et encadre des Dessins 

et Estampes. Fais des envois dans 

At a more close look, I realized this is not a shop sign, but it appears to 

be the typical inscription that Fine Arts merchants used to apply on the 
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back of painting canvas, or restored paintings coming from their shops. 

Famous Rue de Colombier (street address of the shop) existed in the 

past centuries in Paris, France and Geneve, Switzerland.  

Fortunately, an archive of Fine Arts merchant in Paris reports the 

existence of this shop and provides further useful information (in 

French) that you can check at https://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-

artistes-paris.fr/maison/haro 

This Fine Art shop was located in the ancient Art district (Faubourg 

Saint Germain) of Paris, where major French painters of 19th century 

used to live and work. 

Thanks to the information available at the above link, it is clear that 

this inscription comes from “Maison Haro” and the address on the 

inscription (“Rue de Colombier”, currently corresponding to Rue Jacob 

in Paris) allows us to date it to the period 1824-1847. After the death 

of the original owner, Jacques François Haro, the shop likely changed 

its name to “Veuve Haro” and then to “Haro Fils” (Haro’s Widow and 

Haro’s Sons, literally) and moved to a different address. The shop 

seems to have existed until 1920. 

At the above link, there is also a image of a similar inscription (not 

exactly same) dating back to 1826, that allowed me to reconstruct 

some missing excerpts of your inscription. See this image here below. 

https://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/maison/haro
https://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/maison/haro
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The transcription of this inscription, as provided on the site, is the 

following.  

[AU GÉNIE DES ARTS, / Rue du Colombier, N 30, faubourg Saint-

Germain /.HARO / MARCH]AND DE [COULEURS ET RES]TAURATEUR 

[DE TABLEAUX / Neveu et] Eléve de M. REY, Tient tout c[e qu]i 

concerne les objets utiles à la P[einture à l'[h]uile, / [la Miniat]ure, le 

Dessin, l'Aquarelle, le [Lavis et] le Pastel; Papiers de toutes qu[alités], 

Crayons de / [toutes]s espèces, Bordures dorées de toutes mesures; 

cartonne et encadre Dessins et Estampes... Paris, le 9 juin 1826" Signol, 

1826 

Also based on this new information, obtained from the above, the 

most accurate reconstruction of your inscription is the following. 

AU GÉNIE DES ARTS 

Rue du Colombier, N 30 faubourg Saint-Germain 

HARO 

MARCHAND DE COULEURS, RESTAURATEUR DE TABLEAUX 

Neveu et Élève de M. REY, Tient tour ce qui concerne les objets utiles à 

la Peinture à l’huile. Toiles [XXXXX] 
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[XXXXX], Taffetas, Toiles absorbantes et demi-absorbantes de 

l’invention de M. R. [XXXXX] 

La Miniature, le Dessin, l’Aquarelle, le Lavis et le Pastel; Papiers de 

toutes qualités, Crayons de toutes espèces 

Bordures dorées de toutes mesures; cartonne et encadre des Dessins 

et Estampes. Fais des envois dans les départements et à l’étranger. 

Eventually, based on this reconstruction, the most complete 

translation is the following. 

TO THE SPIRIT OF THE ARTS 

30, Colombier Street, Borough of Saint-Germain 

HARO 

MERCHANT OF COLOUS, RESTORER OF PAINTINGS 

Nephew [Translator’s note: or grandchild – the word is the same in 

French] and student of Mr. REY, Offers everything regarding useful 

items for Oil Painting. Canvases [XXXXX] 

[XXXXX], Taffeta, Absorbing and half-absorbing canvas as invented by 

M. R. [XXXXX] 

Miniature, Drawing, Watercolor, Wash and Pastel; Papers of all 

qualities, Pencils of all kinds 

Gold borders with all measures; carton and frame of Drawings and 

Prints. Ships to departments [Translator’s note: administrative 

divisions of France] and abroad. 
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Addition 

 

Upon further detail of the text obtained with the x-ray image, I am able 

to add a few refinements of the complete text, which are added in add 

in the following transcription. 

AU GÉNIE DES ARTS 

Rue du Colombier, N 30 faubourg Saint-Germain 

HARO 

MARCHAND DE COULEURS, RESTAURATEUR DE TABLEAUX 

Neveu et Élève de M. REY, Tient tour ce qui concerne les objets utiles à 
la Peinture à l’huile. Toiles imprimées 
[XXXXX] et ordinaires, Taffetas, Toiles absorbantes et demi-absorbantes 
de l’invention de M. Rey, la Miniature, le Dessin, l’Aquarelle, le Lavis et 
le Pastel; Papiers de toutes qualités, Crayons de toutes espèces 
Bordures dorées de toutes mesures; cartonne et encadre des Dessins et 
Estampes. Fais des envois dans les départements et à l’étranger. 
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Based on this reconstruction, the most complete updated translation is 

the following. 

TO THE SPIRIT OF THE ARTS 

30, Colombier Street, Borough of Saint-Germain 

HARO 

MERCHANT OF COLOUS, RESTORER OF PAINTINGS 

Nephew [Translator’s note: or grandchild – the word is the same in 

French] and student of Mr. Rey, Offers everything regarding useful 

items for Oil Painting. [XXXXX] printed and regular Canvases, Taffeta, 

Absorbing and half-absorbing canvas as invented by M. Rey, Miniature, 

Drawing, Watercolor, Wash and Pastel; Papers of all qualities, Pencils 

of all kinds 

Gold borders with all measures; carton and frame of Drawings and 

Prints. Ships to departments [Translator’s note: administrative 

divisions of France] and abroad. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


